


ABSTRACT

Spatiotemporal dynamics of synthetic microbial consortia

by

Razan Nasser Alnahhas

Synthetic biology traditionally entails the engineering of microbial organisms for

a variety of applications such as producing desired products or studying components

of gene circuits in nature. For example, synthetic gene oscillators provide information

on the function of circadian clocks, and genetic toggle switches are involved in cellular

memory networks. As synthetic biology projects become more complex, switching to

multiple strains working together becomes advantageous. Multiple engineered strains

working together is referred to as synthetic microbial consortia. The first advantage of

synthetic microbial consortia is the lessening of the metabolic load on each strain by

dividing up tasks. Secondly, splitting up processes makes optimizing one step within

each strain a more straightforward task than optimizing several reactions within one

strain. Engineered microbial consortium also allow synthetic biologists to study the

dynamics of different intercellular and inter-strain interactions. In the first part of

this project, we establish how a microfluidic environment can affect stability of strains

in a consortium. Fluctuations in strain ratios affect the productivity of the engineered

circuit, and loss of a strain will break the circuit completely. We determined the ideal

environmental factors to ensure a stable population over time. We also measured sig-

naling distances across communities to determine how close cells need to be in order

to communicate or work together. Next, we engineered a consortium with a novel



phenotype: gene expression patterns that depend on the ratio of strains within the

consortium. This task was achieved by expanding the traditional co-repressive toggle

gene circuit to two strains. In our system, there are two engineered strains that each

repress the expression of synthetic genes in the opposite strain. This arrangement

results in a ‘majority wins’ pattern of gene expression. In nature, bacteria can adjust

gene expression based on the overall population size, but our engineered multicellular

gene circuit adjusts gene expression based on the ratio of strains within the popu-

lation. Overall in this work, we have determined ideal environments for synthetic

microbial consortia and engineered a consortium with a novel phenotype.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Microbial organisms are ubiquitous in nature and play essential roles in healthy

ecosystems. They carry out distinct processes in symbiotic relationships such as

the gut microbiome and soil environments. Identifying how their genetic material

gives these organisms their unique capabilities is the first step in harvesting these

abilities for industrial and therapeutic applications. Often this process includes un-

derstanding how multiple genes interact within a genetic circuit, how multiple cells

communicate with each other, and how multiple species work together. These data

are where synthetic biology comes into play. Synthetic biology sits at the cross be-

tween biological material (DNA) and engineering concepts and allows from creating

genetic circuits that perform specific functions or produce desired products. These

genetic circuits are often engineered in model organisms such as Escherichia coli since

their endogenous genome and gene expression patterns are well characterized.

1.1 Synthetic Biology

To express synthetic gene circuits within bacterial cells, key components are required.

Promoters are the first component, and they control when the RNA polymerase binds

and transcribes the genes within the circuit. Promoters can include binding sites for

transcription factors that repress or activate gene expression by blocking or attracting

RNA polymerase. The activity of transcription factors can be modulated by the ad-
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dition of a ligand, giving synthetic biologists control over the timing of the expression

of genes within a synthetic circuit. Next in the synthetic gene circuit is the ribosome

binding site that attracts the ribosome to the messenger RNA after transcription and

controls the rate of translation to protein. Ribosome binding sites can be modulated

to adjust the rate of protein production. The gene of interest comes after the ribosome

site, and depending on the original source of the gene, it may need to be modified for

improved expression within the host. Often degradation tags are included with genes

in the synthetic circuit to allow for better dynamics when gene expression is turned

off. This tag labels the protein for degradation by cell machinery and reduces the

time needed to eliminate the protein after gene expression has been shut off. The last

component in the circuit is the terminator which terminates transcription, thereby

freeing RNA polymerase. Synthetic biology entails the manipulation and combination

of these biological parts to obtain the desired final output of the engineered circuit.

Engineered genetic circuits can be used to better understand the crucial elements

of natural gene circuits and how they function [1, 2]. For example, synthetic gene

oscillators have been developed to better understand natural genetic oscillators such

as the circadian clock [3, 4]. The process of developing the synthetic oscillator elu-

cidated the vital genetic signals and feedback pathways that allow the expression of

target genes to follow an oscillatory pattern. Another significant genetic pattern in

nature is the toggle switch behavior in which a system can be in one of two states and

only requires a pulse of signal to switch states rather than sustained induction. This

pattern is called bistability and makes toggle switches important in cellular memory

networks. A synthetic genetic toggle switch was engineered to determine the nec-

essary components for bistability [5]. This circuitry can also be adapted for use in

applications such as biosensors to report if a signal was detected even if it is no longer
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present [1].

As synthetic biology projects become more intricate, the cells can become over-

whelmed. A bacterial cell can only tolerate a certain amount of extra genes to tran-

scribe and proteins to synthesize before the cellular machinery becomes overloaded [6].

This stress can result in slower growth, reducing the productivity of the cells or com-

pletely breaking the function of the engineered circuit. To alleviate this issue, syn-

thetic biologists began using multiple engineered strains in an assembly line fashion.

In this situation, each step of the genetic circuit is split between strains to reduce the

amount of exogenous gene expression per cell. Engineered microbial strains working

together in this manner are referred to as ‘synthetic microbial consortia’. In addition

to the advantage of lessening of the metabolic load on each strain, dividing up tasks in

strains within consortia makes optimizing one step per strain a more straightforward

task than optimizing several reactions within a single strain [7].

Engineering microbial consortia also allows synthetic biologists to study the dy-

namics of intercellular and inter-strain communication and model natural consortia

such as the microbiome. In order to successfully engineer microbial consortia for any

of these applications, we must first be able to examine the growth patterns of syn-

thetic bacterial strains within microbial consortia, determine how the environment

affects their growth, and then develop a method to regulate the growth of multiple

strains together [8].

1.2 Synthetic Microbial Consortia

In nature, microorganisms rarely exist in isolation; rather, they grow in communities

of multiple strains and species. This community setting allows the cells to work

together to adapt to harsh or changing environments and to carry out population-
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level processes more complicated than a single strain would be capable of doing [7,

9, 10]. Synthetic biologists aim to harness these advantages in synthetic microbial

consortia. Current applications of synthetic microbial consortia range from increased

bioprocessing [7, 8, 11–13] to studying microbial ecology [14–17]. In all microbial

consortia, the stability of strains within the population over time is essential for

effective communication and cooperation, and changes in the population composition

can affect the dynamics and phenotypes observed.

Many synthetic biologists aim to control or balance strains within engineered con-

sortia using methods that include physical separation or cooperative growth [18–21].

Other approaches to ensure proper function of synthetic microbial consortia focus on

coordinating gene expression using quorum sensing (QS) molecules for communica-

tion [22–24]. QS molecules are small chemical signals used by some bacterial cells

in nature to communicate and to regulate gene expression based on the population

size [25]. These native QS systems are not present naturally in the E. coli cells often

used in engineered consortia, so they can be incorporated into multicellular genetic

circuits in order to allow for intercellular communication and coordination of cells

within the population.

However, the exogenous genetic circuits imported into the strains of synthetic

consortia can affect cellular growth rates by increasing the metabolic load. Metabolic

load occurs when the cellular machinery, including polymerases and ribosomes, gets

overloaded with transcribing and translating the exogenous circuits, so the cell’s

housekeeping genes are transcribed and translated more slowly, resulting in slower

growth [6]. If the metabolic load of engineered strains in consortia are not similar,

then strains with higher metabolic load may grow slower and be out-competed by

faster growing strains that have lower metabolic load. In Chapter 2, I sought to regu-
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late this occurrence in synthetic microbial consortia by adding antibiotics or external

signals to alter the growth rate of constituent strains and restore balance within the

consortium.

1.3 Microfluidics

To visualize the growth of strains within consortia over time and determine strain

ratios within the population, microfluidic devices can be used. Microfluidic devices

provide many advantages for culturing synthetic microbial consortia. First they pro-

duce single cell gene expression data by using time lapse fluorescence microscopy, and

second they constantly supply the cells with fresh media allowing for long term cul-

turing [26]. These devices are often referred to as microchemostats as they allow for

steady state conditions by continually providing fresh media and removing waste [27].

In contrast to other commonly used techniques to study genetic circuits, such as flow

cytometry, microfluidics allows us to examine spatial and temporal gene expression

patterns. Spatial patterns are especially important when culturing more than one

strain in the device, as in a consortium.

To allow for proper imaging, microfluidic devices are made from polydimethyl-

siloxane (PDMS), an optically transparent polymer [28]. The basic properties and

fabrication process of the microfluidic devices used in this project are derived from

Ferry et al. 2011 [28]. Different devices, designed by Dr. Andrew Hirning, will

be used in this project to compare spatial and growth patterns of synthetic micro-

bial consortia. Some of these devices have a single media input, whereas others can

switch between up to four media types. This arrangement provides a third advantage

to microfluidics: the ability to add and remove inducers or change concentration of

inducers over time. The main differences between the types of devices used in this
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Figure 1.1 : Types of microfluidic devices. (a) The devices were designed and
schematics were made by Dr. Andrew Hirning. Triangles are ports to which media
(‘M ’), cell (‘C’), and water waste (‘W’) reservoirs are attached. The general layouts
of the microfluidic devices are shown with 10 µm tall channels in blue, about 1 µm
cell trapping area(s) in red, and raised 15µm mixing regions in green following media
mixing junction ‘DAW’. DAW stands for ‘dial-a-wave’ which allows for calibrated
mixing two types of media at different ratios (boxed in orange). The ‘4-port’ device
layout only allows for one media type, so it does not contain a ‘DAW’ junction. The
‘DAW’ device layout allows for switching between two types of media at a single
‘DAW’ junction. The ‘dual-DAW’ device layout allows for mixing four media types.
(b) In any three of the schematics listed in part (a) the cell trapping region (red) can
be in one of three layouts. ‘Narrow’ is a cell trapping region within the media flow
channel, so all walls are open to the channel. It is 0.95 µm tall, 100 µm deep, and
300µm long. The ‘extended’ trap is the same 0.95µm tall and 100 µm deep within the
media flow channel but is 2000 µm long. The ‘narrow’ and ‘extended’ traps may also
be referred to as ‘open’ traps. The ‘hallway traps’ are twelve cell trapping regions to
the side of the media flow channel, so three of the walls of each trap are closed and
only one is open to the media flow channel. Each trap is 1.5 µm tall, 80 µm deep, and
100µm long.
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project are the size and location of the cell trapping regions. Figure 1.1 shows the dif-

ferent devices and their names as they will be referred to throughout this document.

The triangles are ports to which the media, cell, and waste reservoirs are connected.

Media flows through the channels shown in blue, and the cells are trapped in the

regions shown in red. The configuration of the microfluidic device and the layout of

the cell trapping area determine the environment in which the cells grow and affect

growth patterns. The location and size of the cell trapping area and the flow rate

of media in the device affect quorum sensing molecule dilution and gene expression

patterns [4].

The first part of this project was inspired by the fact that we often observed

instability of strains when grown in consortia in microfluidic devices, sometimes even

leading to complete loss of a strain from the cell trapping regions. We determined

that the main factor affecting the stability of strains in consortia over time was the

environment in which the consortia was cultured and the overall population size.

The environment and population size are determined by the layout and size of the

cell trapping region. Therefore, we examined growth patterns of non-interacting

(‘control’) strains in microfluidic devices to determine baseline patterns. Then we

observed how these spatial patterns affected communication between strains within

a consortium. The results of these experiments are detailed in Chapter 3. After

determining the ideal microfluidic environment for microbial consortia, we began to

engineer microbial consortia with more complex phenotypes.

1.4 Co-repressive Consortium

One type of synthetic consortia we engineered was a two-strain co-repressive system.

In the traditional genetic co-repressive toggle switch, a cell possesses a genetic circuit
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with two promoters each driving the expression of a transcription factor that represses

the opposite promoter. In addition, one promoter also drives the expression of a

reporter gene, most often coding for a fluorescent protein. This arrangement produces

a bistable system in which the cells are either in the ON, fluorescent state or in the

OFF, non-fluorescent state. The only way to then switch from one state to another

is to externally introduce an inducer of the repressed promoter [5]. In the two-strain

co-repressive consortium, we expanded this circuit to two strains that each produce

a QS molecule that represses the opposite strain’s ability to produce QS molecule

and fluorescent protein (Fig. 1.2). Originally we were searching for bistability within

this system (detailed in Chapter 4), instead we determined a novel phenotype of the

two-strain co-repressive consortium: dependence of gene expression on the ratio of

strains within the consortium (detailed in Chapter 5).

single strain consortium

Figure 1.2 : Single strain co-repressive circuit versus co-repressive consor-
tium. Sketch of the genetic circuit in single strain represents two transcription fac-
tors that repress each other’s transcription. Sketch of the consortium represents two
strains that repress each other via QS molecules.
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Chapter 2

Controlling strain stability in synthetic microbial

consortia

2.1 Introduction

Extending synthetic biology projects to multiple strains working together in synthetic

microbial consortia can provide a multitude of benefits. These range from improving

bioprocessing by separating tasks within specialized bacteria to serving as a model

for understanding intercellular interaction in natural microbial consortia. As our lab

began experimenting with synthetic microbial consortia, we noticed instability in our

strains when grown in microfluidic devices; that is, the ratio of the strains over time

would fluctuate and often led to loss of a strain in small populations. In this chapter,

I set out to develop a control mechanism for maintaining stability in strains over time.

2.2 Antibiotic control

I developed a consortium in which strain stability would be maintained by introduc-

ing different antibiotics when one strain began to outgrow the other. This system was

achieved by engineering two strains that have different antibiotic resistance markers

as shown in Fig. 2.1. In this system, the strains each contain a plasmid with a flu-

orescence marker, super-folder cyan fluorescent protein (sfcfp) or super-folder yellow

fluorescent protein (sfyfp), and a unique resistance marker, spectinomycin or chlo-

ramphenicol resistance respectively. They each also contain a kanamycin resistance
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gene. The fluorescence markers allow for identifying the strain to which each cell

belongs and for calculating strain ratios, so the inducer of fluorescence (IPTG) is

constantly administered to the cells. The kanamycin resistance gene is for maintain-

ing the plasmids, so kanamycin is always present in the media. The spectinomycin

and chloramphenicol resistance genes are for the strain control mechanism, so either

antibiotic is only introduced when a strain is overgrowing in consortia.

sfCFP

P lac

kanR spe
cR

sfYFP

P lac

kanR chl
orR

Figure 2.1 : Antibiotic control consortium. Genetic circuit of the consortium with
antibiotic control. Each strain has a single plasmid coding for a fluorescent protein,
kanamycin resistance, and either spectinomycin or chloramphenicol resistance. The
fluorescence allows for identifying the cells, kanamycin is always administrated to
maintain the plasmids, and chloramphenicol or spectinomycin are administered if a
strain begins to overgrow in order to slow its growth.

For example, if the yellow strain begins to dominate the population, then specti-

nomycin would be added to the media. Since the cyan strain is resistant to specti-

nomycin and the yellow strain is sensitive to spectinomycin, the cyan strain would

continue growing normally while the yellow strain’s growth would be hindered. Sim-

ilarly, if the cyan strain begins to overgrow, then chloramphenicol would be added

to the media allowing the resistant yellow strain to grow normally while slowing

the growth of the sensitive cyan strain. Spectinomycin and chloramphenicol were

selected as the control antibiotics because they are bacteriostatic rather than bacteri-
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cidal which means they slow down growth of non-resistant strains rather than killing

them [29, 30]. The antibiotic would be administered until the strain ratios equalized

and then removed to allow both strains to grow regularly again.

Changing the antibiotic present in the media can be done using a ‘dual DAW’

microfluidic device (Fig. 1.1). The microfluidic device is placed on an inverted fluo-

rescence microscope allowing for visualization of single cell fluorescence over time and

calculation of strain ratios using the fluorescence of each cell. The ‘DAW’ junction

allows for switching between different types of media over time. For this consortium,

there are 3 types of media involved: LB with only kanamycin, LB with kanamycin

and spectinomycin, and LB with kanamycin and chloramphenicol.

The goal was to initially co-culture the two strains in the microfluidic device and

provide them with the media with only kanamycin allowing both strains to grow nor-

mally. Then, if a strain began to overgrow, the media being sent to the cells would

switch to contain both kanamycin and the antibiotic to which the overgrowing strain

is sensitive. This step would slow the growth of the overgrowing strain until the

strains are equalized; at that point the media would switch back to only kanamycin.

However, the mechanism of action of these two bacteriostatic antibiotics is the inhi-

bition of translation by binding the ribosome [29,30]. Inhibiting translation prevents

the expression of all proteins including those coded for in the engineered circuit.

When I began testing the effect of the antibiotics on each strain in monoculture, I

observed that administration of the antibiotic to which the strain is sensitive resulted

in loss of fluorescence as seen in Fig. 2.2. Loss of fluorescence breaks down the

system because fluorescence is required in order to calculate strain ratio. Strain ratio

calculations determine when to administer a selective antibiotic and for how long. In

addition, this makes the control system not useful in applications where shutting off
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Figure 2.2 : Effect of antibiotic on fluorescence. Images from a microfluidic
experiment of the yellow strain in monoculutre. In the left is the image of the cells
when grown with kanamycin and IPTG to induce fluorescence. When spectinomycin,
to which the yellow strain is sensitive, is administered (red dye in media) not only
does the growth rate slow, but the fluorescence levels diminish even though IPTG is
still present in the media. This result shows that the decrease in protein production
caused by spectinomycin in order to slow bacterial growth also shut off exogenous
protein expression.

genes of the consortium would be detrimental. This result makes this control method

not feasible, so I began testing alternate methods.

2.3 Metabolic load

In synthetic microbial consortia, we assume that differences in the growth rates of the

strains are most likely due to differential metabolic load between strain within a con-

sortium. Metabolic load is the negative impact on growth rate due to the expression

of exogenous genes: the more exogenous genes that need to be transcribed and trans-

lated, the more polymerases and ribosomes that are taken away from transcribing

and translating a cell’s endogenous genes [6]. Therefore, if one strain is outgrowing

others due to a lesser metabolic load, I hypothesized that I can equalize the growth

rates by inducing more metabolic load in the faster growing strain.
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To test this, I constructed a metabolic load control consortium. The strains in

this consortium each constitutively express sfcfp or sfyfp for identification (Fig. 2.3).

Using constitutive fluorescence for identification decreases the cell to cell variation in

fluorescence seen with inducible fluorescence (as in Fig. 2.2). In addition, each strain

contains an inducible mCherry gene to increase metabolic load as needed (Fig. 2.3).

In the cyan strain, mCherry is under the control of an engineered arabinose inducible

promoter, and in the yellow strain, mCherry is under the control of an engineered

IPTG inducible promoter.

sfCFPPcon

mCherryPbad

sfYFPPcon

mCherryPlac

Figure 2.3 : Metabolic load consortium. Genetic circuit of the consortium to test
metabolic load effects. Each strain contains a plasmid with constitutive fluorescence
gene for sfCFP or sfYFP (Pcon) and another plasmid with an inducible mCherry
fluorescence gene. The constitutive fluorescence genes allow for identification without
the need for induction and provide more consistent fluorescence. The mCherry gene
can be induced by arabinose in the cyan strain (Pbad) or IPTG in they yellow strain
(Plac) in order to examine whether the increase in gene expression produces enough
metabolic load on the strains to slow down growth. Transcription factors AraC and
LacI, that bind the Pbad and Plac promoters respectively, are encoded in the genome
of the E. coli strain used in this system.

To test if mCherry induction in the strains increased the metabolic load enough

to affect growth rate, I measured each strain’s optical density (OD) over time in a

plate reader with varying amounts of inducer. This test was done on each strain in

monoculture. As shown in Fig. 2.4 there is no correlation between growth and inducer
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concentration for either strain across two biological replicates. This result suggests

that there is not enough induced metabolic load from increased mCherry expression

to negatively impact growth rates.
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Figure 2.4 : Growth rate not affected by gene induction. The graphs show
growth curves of the yellow and cyan strains from the metabolic load test consortium
with a range of inducer concentration for mCherry induction. The two shades of
symbols in each graph represent the two biological replicates. The symbol shapes
represent the concentration of the respective inducer. There is no pattern between
the growth rate of either strain and and the induction level of mCherry because the
final OD does not decrease with higher levels of inducer. Therefore induction of
mCherry is not producing a metabolic load.

To further determine if mCherry induction in the strains affects their stability

in the consortium, I tested the effect of either inducer on the ratio of the strains in

a microfluidic device. The microfluidic device used for this experiment is a ‘4-port’

device with hallway traps (Fig. 1.1). In each experiment I measured the strain ratio

over time of the strains for each trap. In one experiment the cells received media

without either inducer, in another the media contained 2 mM IPTG, and in a third

the media contained 46 mM arabinose. Both inducer concentrations were chosen to

represent maximum induction. Pictures from one of the traps from the IPTG and

arabinose experiments are shown in Fig. 2.5. These examples show that the induced
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strain can still outgrow the uninduced strain and dominate the trap and that there is

no correlation between induction and the ratio of the strains. This result negates the

initial hypothesis that the inducing an additional gene in the faster growing strain

would increase its metabolic load enough to slow its growth.

trap fill end

arabinose induction
of mCherry in

cyan strain

IPTG induction
of mCherry in
yellow strain 

Figure 2.5 : Gene induction does not affect strain ratio. Pictures from two
experiment with both strains grown in hallway microfluidic device with either strain’s
inducer for mCherrry. Induction with 46 mM arabinose induces mCherry expression
in the cyan strain (top), and induction with 2 mM IPTG induces mCherry expression
in the yellow strain (bottom). Left images show the ratio of the strains as soon as
the trap fills with the cells and the images on the right show the strain ratios of the
strains at the end of the experiment (after about 18 hours). These are two examples
that show that even the induced strain can take over the trap. In other replicates,
either strain takes over the trap. These results shows that the induced strain is not
always outgrown by the uninduced strain, suggesting no metabolic load effect and
rather random strain ratio fluctuations.

To quantify whether mCherry induction affected strain stability, we measured the

range of the strain ratio from all traps with both strains from the no inducer, IPTG,

and arabinose microfluidic experiments. A trap with less stable strain ratios would
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have greater fluctuations in strain ratios over time, resulting in a higher range of the

fraction of either strain over time. Figure 2.6 shows the plot of the range of the yellow

strain fraction from all the replicates of each inducer condition. A two-sample t-test

returns a p-value greater than 0.05 for each pair of conditions. This suggests that

the addition of inducer does not affect the stability of the strains over time. This

result further negates the hypothesis that the initial metabolic load affects synthetic

microbial consortia. This result however, does not mean metabolic load is not a major

factor in consortia, but rather that it is not the cause of the instability we have been

observing. In addition this feature is not a viable control option for stabilizing strains

in consortia.
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Figure 2.6 : Gene induction does not affect strain fraction fluctuation. The
graphs plot the range of the yellow strain fraction in hallway microfluidic experiments
with both strains grown with media without either inducer, with 2 mM IPTG, or 46
mM arabinose. The strain fraction range represents fluctuations in the fraction of the
yellow strain over time in the microfluidic device. There is no significant difference
in this range between induced and uninduced populations (p > 0.05) suggesting that
the change in strain ratio is not significantly affected by induction of mCherry.
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2.4 Conclusion

Carrera et al. [6] show that metabolic load increase is more significant when there is a

difference in the number of plasmids in the strain and when grown in minimal media.

Since our experiments were performed in rich LB media, the number of plasmids in

the strains of the synthetic consortia were balanced, and we were unable to induce

metabolic load, our strain instability must be due to another factor. From examining

experiments in different microfluidic devices, we observed that our strains fluctuated

more when grown in the hallway traps than when grown in extended traps. In the

next chapter we probe this hypothesis and determine the attributes of microfluidic

devices that make them more ideal for growing stable microbial consortia.
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Chapter 3

Spatiotemporal dynamics of synthetic microbial

consortia in microfluidic devices

This chapter is adapted with permission from the publication: Razan N. Alnahhas,

James J. Winkle, Andrew J. Hirning, Bhargav Karamched, William Ott, Krešimir

Josić, and Matthew R. Bennett. ACS Synthetic Biology. 2019 8 (9), 2051-2058. [31].

Copyright (2019) American Chemical Society.

3.1 Introduction

Synthetic gene circuits in bacteria have traditionally been constructed and character-

ized in single strains [3, 5, 32, 33]. In nature, however, microorganisms are commonly

found in consortia of multiple interacting strains and species. This setting allows

for population-level phenotypes that improve survival in environments that fluctu-

ate across time and space [7, 9, 10]. Synthetic biologists have begun designing gene

circuits distributed across two or more communicating microorganisms to create syn-

thetic microbial consortia that exhibit phenomena difficult to engineer into single

strains [34–38]. Synthetic microbial consortia allow complex pathways to be split

among specialized strains, reducing the metabolic burden on each cell [39]. Optimiz-

ing each step of the divided pathway in separate strains is simpler than optimizing an

entire pathway within a single cell [8]. In addition, synthetic consortia allow for the

study of population-level phenotypes dependent upon intercellular and inter-strain

communication [7].
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Natural ecosystems of microorganisms depend significantly on their environment.

This parameter includes the effect of other organisms, abiotic factors, and the overall

size of the ecosystem. Likewise, engineered ecosystems such as synthetic microbial

consortia will also be impacted by these factors. We can control what other organ-

isms and abiotic factors are included, but the overall size of a consortium will be

determined by its growth environment. Here, we use microfluidic devices in order

to systematically vary the environment of closely-packed microbial consortia in 2D

experimental settings.

Microfluidic devices have long been used for assessing gene expression and growth

of engineered bacteria, as they allow for continuous growth and visualization over

time [26, 28, 40, 41]. However, complications can arise when multiple strains are

grown together within a microfluidic device. For instance, spatiotemporal strain

ratio fluctuations can affect the relative amounts of intercellular signaling molecules

and complicate the analysis of intercellular interactions [37, 42]. Another complica-

tion arises in microfluidic devices with large cell-trapping regions: Initial seeding and

subsequent growth patterns can lead to large areas containing just a single strain.

Because intercellular signaling molecules have a limited diffusion range in the trap

and can be lost to open boundaries, cells in one portion of the trap may not com-

municate directly with cells in another. Therefore, if the strains within a consortium

are not well mixed, signaling between the strains will occur only near their interfaces.

However, in small traps, even well-mixed populations are subject to severe strain ra-

tio instabilities, which can lead to the complete loss of one or more strains within a

consortium.

In this study, we compared two common microfluidic devices (Fig. 3.1) by charac-

terizing spatiotemporal population and signaling dynamics in consortia of two nearly
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Figure 3.1 : Designs of the microfluidic devices. (a) Schematic of the “hallway”
device. The blue region is the tall flow channel and the red regions are the shorter
cell-trapping regions. (b) Cross section of the hallway trap device shown with cells
in the trapping region. (c,d) Same as (a,b), but for the “open” device.

identical engineered strains of E. coli. We found that temporal fluctuations of strain

ratio in small trap experiments could become severe, whereas large traps stabilized

the ratios. However, increased spatial separation of strains in large traps could limit

intercellular signaling. We demonstrate how to address this problem by using a math-

ematical model that considers the expected spatial proximity of the two strains in

one of the devices based on the number of cells that are initially seeded. On aver-

age, one can increase the number of cells seeded to ensure that cells of each type

are close enough to exchange signaling molecules. However, our mathematical mod-

eling suggests that increasing the number of seed cells may also increase strain ratio

variability. Here, we find a balance of cell trapping area and number of seed cells to

achieve the desired environment for strain stability and inter-strain signaling. Our re-

sults demonstrate the value of microfluidic devices as a tool for studying the dynamics

of synthetic microbial consortia, despite the many intricacies they present.
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Figure 3.2 : Schematic of the entire microfluidic devices. Blue regions are the
10 micron tall flow channel and the red regions are the cell-trapping regions. Blue
triangle are ports to which media, cells, and waste reservoirs are connected. (a) The
hallway trap device. Traps (red) are 1.5 microns tall. (b) The original (2 mm) open
trap device. Traps (red) are 0.95 microns tall. (c) The parallel device with four 2
mm long open traps or with four different length traps: 1 mm, 0.5 mm, 0.225 mm,
and 0.1 mm. Traps (red) are 0.95 microns tall.

3.2 Microfluidic devices

We examined synthetic microbial consortia in microfluidic devices with two dis-

tinct types of cell traps, as shown in Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2. The “hallway” de-

vice [37] contains several traps (80 µm× 100 µm) on either side of a media flow chan-

nel (Fig. 3.1a,b). Variations of the hallway device have been used in several studies

to increase experimental replicates or to allow for multiple communicating popula-

tions [4, 37, 43]. The traps in this device are small compared to the mean diffusion

distance of homoserine lactone (HSL) signaling molecules in one cell doubling period

(a 20 min doubling time and HSL diffusion rate of 3× 104
µm2/min sets a diffusion

distance scale of ≈ 1100 µm2 compared to the trap scale of 100 µm) [44,45]. Also this

trap has three closed walls (reflecting boundaries), so cell-cell signaling molecules can

quickly diffuse throughout the chamber with little to no spatial gradients (Fig. 3.3).

However, due to the small trap area, each hallway trap can only contain a small

population [37], which, as we will see, can amplify the severity of temporal strain

ratio fluctuations. In contrast, the “open” device (no closed walls) has a single, longer
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Figure 3.3 : Signaling in the small hallway trap. Images of sender cells (yellow)
cultured with receiver cells (cyan) over time in a hallway trap. Receiver cells fluoresce
cyan in the presence of C4-HSL produced by sender cells. These images show that
all receiver cells fluoresce cyan whenever there are sender cells present - up until the
loss of sender cells in the trap in the rightmost image. Hence, the last trap no longer
displays cyan fluorescence.

trap (100 µm x 2000 µm) that is centered within the main flow channel (Fig. 3.1c,d).

Similar trap configurations have been used to assess the spatiotemporal dynamics

of large populations [4]. Due to its larger trapping area, this trap can sustain a

much larger population than an individual trap in the hallway device. However, the

spatial degradation of cell-cell signaling becomes important: Diffusing molecules have

a limited range compared to the spatial extent of the trap (see Fig. 3.15). Note that

the two types of traps have different trap heights to allow for proper cell seeding in

each design [4].

3.3 Strain ratio stability

We first studied how the growth of strains differs between the two trap designs. The

open trap has a larger cell-trapping area that can hold approximately 70,000 cells, has

all open wall boundaries, and is located within the media flow channel. The hallway
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traps can hold approximatley 3,000 cells each, contain three closed walls, and are

located off to the side of the media flow channel.

To compare population growth in these two traps, we used two non-communicating

strains of E. coli, each expressing a different fluorescent protein for identification; we

refer to these as the “control” strains. These strains are the same BW25113 derivative

transformed with a plasmid that constitutively expresses the gene encoding either

yellow or cyan fluorescent protein (sfYFP or sfCFP). Because sfYFP and sfCFP

differ by only a few point mutations [46,47], the growth rate, size, shape, and biofilm

production of the two strains were identical (Fig. 3.4), and neither had a fitness

advantage over the other in the microfluidic device. We mixed cultures of both strains

and seeded many cells into the traps to increase the probability of simultaneously

capturing both strains. We then mounted the microfluidic device onto an inverted

microscope and monitored phase contrast, yellow fluorescence and cyan fluorescence

channels every 6 minutes for up to 20 hours. To quantify the ratio of the strains as

a function of time, we measured the total number of intracellular pixels containing

either yellow or cyan fluorescence within a boolean mask computed for each frame

for each image acquisition frame over time.

As shown in Fig. 3.5a,b, strain ratios exhibited large temporal fluctuations when

grown in the hallway trap. Boyer et al. [48] demonstrated that a growing colony of

bacterial cells in a three-walled trap is prone to a buckling instability when cells at

the back of the trap become aligned with the back wall (due to the finite width of

the back wall and the continuous axial growth of the rod-shaped bacterial cells, the

cells buckle from the large axial stress that results). In our two-strain experiments,

the buckling instability can translate directly to a strain ratio instability because

cells at or near the closed back trap wall serve as progenitor cells for the entire trap
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Figure 3.4 : Non-communicating strains have equal growth rates and sizes.
(a) Growth experiments in a 96-well plate over time show no significant difference in
the growth rate of the two non-communicating strains. (b) Microscope images show
similar size and shape of non-communicating strain in the fluidic devices.

population: Cells continuously grow and expand while pushing each other generally

in random directions in bulk. However, only the open end of the trap is available for

cells to exit the trap. Thus, the local strain ratio near the back of the trap effectively

determines the strain ratio in the entire trap.

We grew the same control consortium in the open trap and observed more stable

strain ratio trajectories than in the hallway trap (Fig. 3.5c,d). We found that the

range of fluctuations of the yellow strain fraction differed significantly between open

and hallway trap experiments (Fig. 3.6a, p < 0.01). In contrast to the hallway device,

the open device has no closed walls and allows cells to grow in every direction, resulting

in decreased axial growth pressure [49] and an emergent alignment of the cells that is

sustained in the bulk of the colony [49–51]. When we consider the aspect ratio of the

open device (see Fig. 3.1), cells will tend to form vertical columns, with the ‘mother’

cells at or near the middle of a column establishing the strain column identity [52].

The lateral movement of ‘mother’ cells in the trap (i.e. those near the vertical center)

has the highest impact on strain ratio: If a cell of one strain laterally displaces a cell
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Figure 3.5 : Strain fraction time series. (a) Images of the two control strains
grown in a hallway trap over time. (b) The fraction of the yellow strain in all
experiments performed in the hallway trap with the experiment from (a) in blue.
Red dotted lines signify traps that lose one strain completely. (c) Images of the two
control strains grown in the open trap over time. (d) The fraction of the yellow strain
in all experiments performed in the open trap with the experiment from (c) in blue.
Time 0 was defined as the first image at which the entire trap was filled with cells.

of a second strain, the invading cell will become a ‘mother’ cell and thereby change

the population balance by eventually occupying the entire column. Such behavior

is stochastic and may include lateral flux of varied intensity in both directions. We

formulated a mathematical model to examine this mechanism with simulations of

varied open-walled trap sizes, and we compare experimental and simulation results

in the appendix (A.3).

Since the width of the open trapping region is 20:1 in ratio to its height, we

expect the global strain ratio in this device to be less sensitive to random, lateral cell

fluctuations when compared to the hallway device. Under an assumption that both

strains are subject to similar stochastic lateral motion, the local fluctuations would

be averaged over a larger area in a longer device. Thus, the increased strain stability
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Figure 3.6 : Strain ratio comparisons. (a) The range of the yellow strain fraction
fluctuation over time is significantly different in hallway traps (Fig. 3.5b) than in
open traps (Fig. 3.5d, p < 0.01, student’s t-test). (b) When pooling data from all
20 hallway traps to mimic the population size in an open trap, the pooled yellow
strain fraction is more stable. The range of these data is shown in panel (a) as
“pooled hallways”. (c) Segmenting the data from the open trap experiment shown
in Fig. 3.5c into hallway-sized segments and plotting the yellow strain fraction within
each segment over time results in higher variability, compared to the overall ratio
(blue line). Red dotted lines are lines that go to 0 or 1. The range of yellow strain
fluctuations within each segment are shown in panel (a) as “segmented open.” These
fluctuations do not differ from those in hallway traps (p > 0.01), but do differ from
fluctuations in the entire open trap (p < 0.01).

in the open device may be attributed to an overall increase in population size (a large

number effect).

Open traps can contain roughly 70,000 cells as compared to the roughly 3,000

cells in each hallway trap. We wanted to isolate the effect of population size on strain

stability in order to better understand strain ratio fluctuations in the two devices.

We began by pooling the data from all hallway traps to reach a population size close

to that of the open trap, and we then computed the strain ratio as a function of

time. The pooled hallway data resemble that of the open trap in population stability

(Fig. 3.6a,b). We also segmented the open trap data from Fig. 3.5c into sections

of the same width as a single hallway trap. The strain ratio within each segment

was less stable than that of the overall open trap. We obtained similar results when

we segmented other open trap experiments (Fig. 3.7). The range of fluctuations of
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Figure 3.7 : Segmented open trap examples. Data from four additional open
traps when segmented. Image of each trap once filled with cells is shown below each
graph. Blue lines are the entire trap yellow strain fraction; gray solid and red dashed
lines are data from each hallway-length segment. Red dashed lines are segments that
at some point lose one strain. All data looks noisy with hallway-like strain instability
except the bottom right that shows a trap which only has about 2 bands of cell strains.

the yellow strain fraction in the segmented open trap were not different than in the

hallway traps (p > 0.01, Fig. 3.6a,c), but differed from range fluctuations in the entire

open trap (p < 0.01). These comparisons suggested that population size was a key

factor in analyzing strain ratio fluctuations in these devices.

To gain an increased understanding of the spatiotemporal dynamics of strain ratio

and the mechanisms of its stability in these types of microfluidic devices, we manufac-

tured shorter versions of the open trap. We chose to alter the open trap rather than

the hallway because of the reduced growth pressure in the open device as compared
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Figure 3.8 : Time Series from varied length traps. Data of yellow strain fraction
over time from each varied length trap experiment averaged in Fig. 3.9. As the open
trap gets shorter, the strain ratios become more variable over time.

to the hallway device due to decreased buckling instability [49]. To compare different

population sizes, we fabricated open traps of four additional lengths: 100, 225, 500,

and 1000 µm. We made the shortest open trap variant to be the same width as

the hallway trap. We grew the same control strains in these additional devices and

computed the range of the yellow strain fraction over time (each experiment required

≈ 18 hours, Fig. 3.8). We computed the range by subtracting the maximum and

minimum of the yellow strain fraction in each experiment (this measure was a good

indicator of variability of the strain ratio across experiments and devices; using the

variance of the yellow strain fraction gave similar results, see Fig. 3.10).

In Fig. 3.9b we show the average range of the yellow strain fraction versus the

area of each cell-trapping region. These data show that the mean strain fraction
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Figure 3.9 : Strain fraction stability for traps of varying size. (a) Open traps
with decreasing lengths were manufactured to determine how population strain ratio
dynamics depend on the size of the population in each trap. (b) Filled circles show
the empirical mean of the yellow strain fraction ranges (max−min) for each trap size
investigated; black circles: open-walled traps, red circle: hallway trap. The hallway
trap and largest area open trap data points use the same data as in Fig. 3.5a,c. The
other data points are averages of 6 experiments (Fig. 3.8). Starting with the smallest
trap size, both the mean of the yellow strain fraction ranges and their standard
deviations (error bars) generally decrease with increasing trap area for open traps.
However, the largest open trap appears to level off, which we attribute to the larger
average number of cells seeded for this data point (see Fig. 3.13 and Fig. 3.12).
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Figure 3.10 : Average strain ratio time series variance. The variance of the
yellow strain fraction over time is shown to compare with Fig. 3.9, which plots the
range of the yellow strain fraction. The two plots are qualitatively the same and
show the trend of increased strain stability with increasing size of the cell-trapping
area. Closed blue circles: average strain fraction variance of the open-walled devices
of each trap size. The open circle for the longest open-walled device is lowered (open
blue circle) when including only experiments with the 6 smallest numbers of resulting
stripe bands (Fig. 3.11 and Fig. 3.12) Red star: Same data but for the “hallway”
device.
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range rapidly decreases with increasing trap size, which is expected if local strain

ratio fluctuations are averaged out over a larger trapping area. We noted, however,

that the strain fraction range in the longest (2 mm) open trap was not significantly

different than the that of the next, shorter trap (1 mm). To determine if this lack

of difference was a limiting effect of increasing trap size, we noticed that whenever a

larger number of cells were seeded into a trap the strain fraction range was slightly

higher than if fewer cells were seeded. Further, we observed that whenever more cells

were seeded the number of distinct “bands” once the trap was filled was greater (here

a band is a region of the trap composed of almost entirely one strain). An increase in

strain bands can increase strain ratio fluctuations by increasing the spatial density of

random lateral invasions of ‘mother’ cell positions by an adjacent band, as explained

above. Although the mechanisms of the fluctuations are likely a combination of

several stochastic factors, we wanted to see if any relationship existed between the

number of strain bands (which increase with increased number of seed cells, see the

following section) and the strain ratio variability. In Fig. 3.11 we reduced the data

from the 2 mm open device to contain the same number of experiments (6) as for the

smaller devices and also to contain a comparable number of bands (also see Fig. 3.12).

The reduced data show a reduced measure of strain ratio instability, which suggests

a causal connection.

In order to investigate the basis for strain ratio variability and the number of

seed cells placed, we used a mathematical model to simulate strain-interface inter-

actions and found that increasing the number of seed cells increased the variability,

as observed in experiments (see the following section and appendix (A.3)). Our data

support a conclusion that a larger trap size favors increased strain stability in mi-

crofluidic experiments consisting of two (or more) strains. However, increasing the
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Figure 3.11 : Average strain fraction range vs. trap area for reduced data
in the longest trap size: Comparing model and experiment. We reduced
the experimental data set in the longest open-walled trap to compare with Fig. 3.9.
The reduced data reflect a similar number of striping bands as for the other trap
sizes. Filled black circles: average yellow strain fraction range of the open-walled
devices of each trap size (x-axis: cell-occupied trap area) with the last data point
including the reduced data set only. Open black circle: Mean range while including
all data for the longest trap size (same as in Fig. 3.9). The reduced data for the
longest trap size support a conclusion that increased numbers of seed cells correlated
with an increased number of measured striping bands in the experiment, which, in
turn, correlated with measured strain ratio variability (our simulations support this
claim, see Fig. 3.12). Model simulations interact strain band interfaces by seeding
cells with a one-dimensional random placement and performing a random walk of the
interface locations using a Poisson process of rate one to determine the step size. The
single parameter of the model (the number of interactions per interface per simulated
experiment hour) was set to fit the smallest trap size strain ratio range mean to that
of the experiments. Compared to experiments, the simulations show a lower than
measured strain ratio range for the larger trap and an overall lower experiment-to-
experiment variability (error bars, ± one standard deviation from the mean), which
we attribute to observed trap exit clogging and effects from hydrodynamic flow.
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Figure 3.12 : Experimental strain fraction range vs. measured number of
striping bands for each trap size. Data for each length of open trap showing
measured yellow strain fraction range vs. measured number of striping bands for each
experiment in each device. Solid lines are linear least-squares fit of the data. In the
2000µm length device, open blue circles show the entire data set, circles with filled
+ show the reduced data set, chosen to comprise the 6 data points with the smallest
number of striping bands (thus, comparable to the data from other trap lengths). Blue
line: least-squares linear fit to the reduced data. Cyan line: least-squares linear fit for
the entire data set. In the last panel, we simulated the 2000µm length device using
a range of seed cell sizes that resulted in the number of initial bands shown. While
we capture the trend of increasing strain ratio instability with increasing number of
stripes in this size device, the simulated interactions from our simple modeling do
not capture the strength of the interactions as measured in experiment. We attribute
the differences to additional stochastic behavior, such as hydrodynamic flow and cell
blockages that lead to spontaneous lateral cell flow, which are not captured by our
simplistic interaction model. Seed cells were 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, which resulted in
the expected number of initial stripes formed 4.5, 8.5, 16.5, 32.5, 64.5, respectively.
Each simulated trap size was performed 10,000 times. Shown are mean strain fraction
range and standard deviation with linear least-squares fit.
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number of seeded cells can also affect strain stability, which can alter the spatial

composition of strains critical to intercellular signaling.

3.4 Spatial patterning

Population composition needs to be stable to coherently sustain communication and

distributed functionality across microbial consortia [8]. Additionally, spatial patterns

and the physical separation of strains in a multi-strain experiment are important

because intercellular signaling distance can be limited. For example, while the 2 mm

long open trap in our experiments described above increased strain ratio stability, it

often produced spatial strain distributions that could hinder inter-strain signaling due

to large separations of strain types. This result is in contrast to the hallway device

where signaling molecules from both strains appear to be homogeneously distributed

in the trap (Fig. 3.3).

In our initial experiments with the longest (2 mm) open trap (Fig. 3.5d), we pur-

posely seeded different amounts of cells into the trap for each experiment to determine

the impact on spatial heterogeneity of the final population. We found that when fewer

cells were initially seeded, larger bands of single strains formed in the trap (Fig. 3.13a).

The average number of bands over time within a trap positively correlated with the

number of initial “colonies” (Fig. 3.13b). We define an initial “colony” as initial cells

of the same strain that are touching because they will act the same as a single cell in

forming bands (Fig. 3.14). To better understand the relationship between the num-

ber of initial cells seeded in the trap and the number of resulting bands in the full

trap, we used a one-dimensional mathematical model to represent the initial seeding

of the trap as a sequence of N flips of a fair coin, where N corresponds to the number

of seed cells and H (heads) and T (tails) represent the two strains (see Appendix
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Figure 3.13 : Emergent single-strain banding vs. number of cells seeded into
trap. (a) Images from five representative experiments with two strains grown in
the largest open trap at the time the trap fills completely with cells. The number
of cells seeded into each trap is given on the left, and the number of bands formed
when the trap fills is given on the right. The greater the number of cells seeded into
the trap, the more heterogeneous the population. (b) The number of bands (single-
strain regions) increases approximately linearly with the number of initial colonies.
The points are from the same experiments shown in Fig. 3.5. Open dots correspond
to the 5 examples shown in panel (a). The predicted range of bands (mean ± 3 s.d.)
as a function of seeded cells is shaded in grey (see appendix (A.3)).
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Figure 3.14 : Seeded cells clumped together. This image is of the cells seeded
into the last open trap from Fig. 3.13. As can be seen in the zoom in of the far
left hand side of the trap, many cells have clumped together during the attempt to
load a high number of cells into the trap. About 40 of the 123 cells seeded into the
trap are in this small segment of the trap. Cells that are already clumped together
when seeded will effectively act like one cell or colony and form one total band rather
then each from their own band of cells when growing and filling the trap. We count
touching cells of the same strain as one initial “colony” for the x-axis of Fig. 3.13.

(A.3)). Single-strain bands in the trap correspond to runs of heads or tails, which

have a geometric distribution in this model.

Motivated by the large (20:1) aspect ratio of the 2 mm open device, we conjectured

that this simple, one-dimensional model would capture the essential relationship be-

tween the number of seed cells and the resulting number of bands (see Appendix

(A.3) for the band number distribution in the model), while remaining analytically

and computationally tractable. Figure 3.13b illustrates the mean number of bands

over time for each of 18 experiments. The shaded region depicts the model prediction

(mean ± 3 s.d., see Appendix (A.3)). As conjectured, the model is consistent with

most of the experimental data. This consistency supports the intuitive conclusion

that band formation depends on the amount of cells seeded into the trap.
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3.5 Communication

To assess the effect of spatial population heterogeneity on communication in microbial

consortia, we grew a “sender” and “receiver” consortium in the original (2 mm) open

trap (Fig. 3.15a). The sender strain contained a plasmid coding for constitutive ex-

pression of sfYFP for strain identification and constitutive expression of the quorum

sensing (QS) gene rhlI. The RhlI enzyme produces the QS molecule N-butyryl-L-

homoserine lactone (C4-HSL) [53]. This QS molecule diffuses out of the sender cells

and into surrounding cells. The receiver strain contained a plasmid coding for consti-

tutive expression of mCherry for identification and the C4-HSL regulated expression

of sfCFP. Thus, varying C4-HSL capture by the receiver strain is experimentally

quantified by varying measure of its CFP fluorescence.

When sender and receiver strains were co-cultured in the open trap, we ob-

served regions of cyan fluorescence in receiver cells adjacent to bands of sender cells

(Fig. 3.15b,c), but the signaling was of limited extent. This behavior is consistent

with predictions of our mathematical model for diffusion-based signaling in this device

where the concentration profile of the QS molecule along this domain is characterized

by exponential decay from an idealized sender-cell boundary, see appendix (A.3).The

effective reach of QS molecules depends on the heterogeneity of the population and

the bands of sender cells that form. A trap with a larger number of thin bands of each

strain resulted in all receiver cells expressing significant amounts of CFP (Fig. 3.15b,

and Fig. 3.16). However, in a trap with a few thick bands, the receiver cells reduced

to background CFP expression with increased distance away from the sender-strain

bands, as expected from our model. To estimate the limits on the signaling distance,

we looked for an experimental image with adjacent “wide” bands of each strain in

order to observe the isolated decay of CFP in the receiver strain as a function of
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Figure 3.15 : Sender-receiver consortium and signaling depth measurement.
(a) Schematic of the sender and receiver strain gene circuits. Genes shown are on
plasmids. (b) In the top pair of images the larger number of thinner, interspersed
bands results in sufficient intermingling of strains so that all receiver cells respond
to QS molecules. The smaller number of thicker single-strain bands in the lower
image pair leaves some receiver cells at a large distance from the sender strain. As
a result, CFP signal decreases to background levels as the distance from a sender
band increases. Top images of each pair are merged phase contrast, and yellow, red,
and cyan fluorescent images from the microscope. Bottom images of each pair are
only yellow and cyan fluorescent images merged to more clearly visualize CFP decay.
(c) We selected a subset of the cells in the experimental image in (b) to determine
the decay of CFP signal with distance from the sender strain. We averaged the
signal in the red square over columns, and in a series of ten frames forward from the
shown image, to generate the experimental CFP signal. Transition boundary from
left (sender cells) to right (receiver cells) was automatically detected and set to the
x-axis (distance) origin. (d) After threshold detection for receiver cells, response
data were normalized and fit to an exponential decay with spatial decay parameter ξ.
Experimental data shown as blue dots, fit curve in orange. Resulting fit: ξ =20µm.
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distance from the sender-receiver strain boundary. We fit the decay of CFP in a

narrow region near the middle of the trap to our model using an exponential decay

with a single, spatial decay rate parameter ξ, and measured ξ = 20 µm (see example

experimental receiver decay and exponential fit in Fig. 3.15d).

Figure 3.16 : Signaling in open trap. (a) Distribution of CFP intensity of receiver
cells in a well-mixed open trap. All cells have fluorescence levels above background.
(b) Distribution of CFP intensity of receiver cells in a less-mixed open trap. Receiver
cells further away from sender cells do not express significant levels of CFP.

The average number of bands in the well mixed trap from Fig. 3.15b is 50, with

an average strain fraction range of roughly 0.18 (Figure S11). This system is more

stable than either the smaller open or hallway traps and suggests that one can benefit

from the strain stability of the larger trap size (and therefore greater amount of data)

while maintaining the well-mixed culture needed for proper signaling.
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3.6 Conclusion

Our results demonstrate that the population size within a microfluidic trap affects

the spatiotemporal dynamics of microbial consortia. We have aimed in this study to

characterize the ideal microfluidic trap environment for consortia by analyzing vital

components such as strain ratio stability and signaling distance of quorum-sensing

molecule. Among the traps we tested, small traps allow for more spatially uniform

signaling but suffer from strain ratio instability. By contrast, large traps exhibit more

robust strain ratio stability. Our quantification of effective signaling distance implies

that strains must be reasonably well-mixed in order for inter-strain communication

to function properly. We have shown both experimentally and through modeling

that such spatial heterogeneity can be achieved by altering the number of seed cells.

Our experimental data also showed that increasing the number of seed cells in a

large open trap can slightly increase strain ratio instability, suggesting competing

objectives for our experiments. However, the 2 mm open traps with a large number

of seed cells (resulting in thin bands of cells ideal for communication) still have more

stable populations than the smaller traps; we have determined that the number of

bands needed for proper signaling in the 2 mm trap is within the range that aligns

with stability in the 1 mm trap but is not so large that the stability is less than the

smaller trap sizes. Maintaining strain ratio stability and intercellular communication

is vital for synthetic microbial consortia and our results suggest how to address this

balance in the microfluidic environment.
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Chapter 4

Two-strain co-repressive consortia dynamics

4.1 Introduction

After determining the ideal microfluidic environment for culturing microbial consortia,

I set out to develop a two-strain co-repressive toggle consortium with a novel consortial

phenotype: bistability and hysteresis. In a single strain co-repressive toggle switch,

each cell possesses a genetic circuit with two promoters driving the expression of

transcription factors that repress each other’s expression. One promoter also drives

the expression of a fluorescent reporter gene to determine which gene expression state

the system is in at any time. This arrangement allows for two bistable states of the

system: fluorescent or non-fluorescent. To set the system in either state, only a pulse

of inducer is required to turn on the desired promoter. The state is maintained even

after loss of induction because of the active shut off of the opposite promoter, which

does not switch unless the opposite inducer is administered [5].

The two-strain co-repressive toggle switch expands the system to two strains that

each repress gene expression in the opposite strain via QS molecules. Figure 4.1

shows the genetic circuit of the two-strain co-repressive toggle as originally designed

by Dr. Ye Chen. Each strain contains three plasmids that code for (1) a QS molecule

synthase, (2) a repressor, and (3) a fluorescent protein. The QS molecule from one

strain induces expression of the repressor in the opposite strain which down regulates

the expression of the QS molecule synthase and fluorescent protein within that strain.
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This project aims to determine if there is bistability in the system or hysteresis in

the two strain toggle switch as in the original genetic toggle. Bistability can be used

in biosensor applications by reporting on the presence of a signal, even if that signal

was transient. Any time a circuit can switch states, it may also display a hysteresis

point [54]. With hysteresis, the previous environment and the history of signals

determine the state of the system rather than the current environment and signals.

For example, in the two strain toggle switch there may be a specific combination

or concentration of inducers that can allow either state to be on depending on the

history of inducers that the cells have experienced.

 P rbsR-L
cin C4 HSL

P rhlI
lac

sfCFPPlac

C14 HSL

lacIPrhl

sfYFP Plac

cinI Plac

sfCFP

Figure 4.1 : Two-strain co-repressive toggle circuit. The two-strain co-repressive
toggle circuit as originally designed by Dr. Ye Chen. C4-HSL produced by the
RhlI synthase in the cyan strain binds to the RhlR transcription factor which is
constitutively expressed in the engineered genome of the E. coli strain used in the
system [37]. This signaling molecule allows RhlR in the yellow strain to bind to the
engineered rhl promoter inducing expression of the transcriptional repressor LacI in
the yellow strain. LacI then binds the engineered lac promoters repressing expression
of sfYFP and cinI in the yellow strain. C14-HSL produced by the CinI synthase in the
yellow strain binds to the CinR transcription factor which is constitutively expressed
in the engineered genome of the E. coli strain used in the system [37]. This signaling
molecule allows CinR in the cyan strain to bind the engineered cin promoter inducing
expression of the chimeric transcriptional repressor RbsR-L [55] in the cyan strain.
RbsR-L then binds the engineered lac promoters repressing expression of sfCFP and
rhlI in the cyan strain. Both strains also contain the gene for aiiA, a lactonase that
degrades C4-HSL and C14-HSL, under a xylose inducible promoter. Therefore, all
experiments have 2 mM xylose in the media.
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4.2 Microfluidic experiment results

When initially testing the dynamics of the two strain toggle, I grew the strains in

co-culture in the ‘extended trap’ microfluidic device to have a larger more stable

population [31]. Figure 4.2 shows the fluorescence patterns of the two strain toggle

in the extended trap and response to addition and removal of either inducer. IPTG

relieves repression by LacI in the yellow strain and should induce sfYFP and cinI

expression in the yellow strain. The C14-HSL produced by CinI should in turn repress

expression of sfCFP and rhlI in the cyan strain. However, as seen in Fig. 4.2a, 1 mM

IPTG did turn on the yellow strain cells, but the yellow strain could only reduce

cyan fluorescence in cyan cells nearby the yellow cells. This result agrees with the QS

signaling distance calculated in Section 3.5. In addition, when IPTG was removed,

the yellow cells turned off and the cyan cells turned back on. This result could be

caused by a lack of bistability in the system or the fact that the yellow strain was

outnumbered by the cyan strain in the trap.

Figure 4.2b shows the response of the system to induction with 1 mM ribose.

Ribose relieves repression by RbsR-L in the cyan strain and should induce sfCFP

and rhlI expression in the yellow strain. The C4-HSL produced by RhlI should in

turn repress expression of sfYFP and cinI in the yellow strain. As seen in Fig. 4.2b,

the cyan strain was on and the yellow strain off even before induction with ribose, so

the addition and removal of ribose did not affect the fluorescence state. This result

could be due to the fact that there are more cyan cells to begin with, so the yellow

cells never had the chance to turn on, resulting in no difference when ribose was added

or removed. Across all microfluidic experiments, the initial state of the system in the

absence of either inducer was always cyan on and yellow off. Thus, hypothetically the

cyan strain was stronger than the yellow strain due to an imbalance in the circuit.
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Toggle strains without positive feedback

Before
induction

After 9 hrs
with IPTG
(red dye)

8 hrs after 
removal 
of IPTG

Before
induction

After 9 hrs
with ribose
(red dye)

8 hrs after 
removal 
of ribose

a

b

Figure 4.2 : Testing bistability in two-strain co-repressive toggle. Images
from the two-strain co-repressive toggle grown in a ‘DAW’ microfluidic device with
an extended trap. This system allows for a larger population and for the addition
and removal of inducer. (a) The first picture shows the fluorescence of the system
initially, when there is no inducer in the media. At this point cyan cells happened
to be on and the yellow cells off. The next picture shows the effect of addition of
media with 1 mM IPTG (red dye in media). This signal allowed the yellow cells to
turn on; however, they were unable to shut off all surrounding cyan cells. Removal
of media with IPTG in the third picture shows loss of yellow fluorescence completely,
demonstrating a lack of bistability in the system. (b) The first picture shows the
fluorescence of the system initially, when there is no inducer in the media. Again,
at this point cyan cells happened to be on and the yellow cells off. The next picture
shows the effect of addition of media with 1 mM ribose (red dye in media). This
signal kept the cyan cells on and yellow cells off. Removal of media with ribose had
no effect on the system. Since cyan was on in the beginning and is more numerous
in the trap, it is difficult to make conclusions about bistability from this experiment.
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4.3 Alternate versions of the two-strain toggle circuit

In an attempt to improve bistability, the same microfluidic experiments were per-

formed on a version of the two-strain toggle with positive feedback. Figure 4.3 shows

the circuit of the two-strain toggle with positive feedback. The main difference is that

the QS molecule produced by each strain also induces expression of the QS synthase

and fluorescent protein within the same strain in a positive feedback loop. I hypoth-

esized that this positive feedback would help maintain a state after the inducer has

been removed.

 P rbsR-L
cin

C4 HSLP rhlI
rlh-lac

sfCFPP
C14 HSL

lacIPrhl

sfYFP P

cinI Pcin-lac

sfCFP

rlh-lac

cin-lac

Figure 4.3 : Two-strain co-repressive toggle circuit with positive feedback.
In this version of the two-strain toggle, the only difference is engineered hybrid pro-
moters on the QS synthase and fluorescence genes for positive feedback. These hybrid
promoters allow both the transcriptional repressor (LacI or RbsR-L) and QS tran-
scriptional activator (CinR or RhlR) to bind the promoter and repress or activate
gene expression respectively. These promoters and plasmids were also designed by
Dr. Ye Chen. C4-HSL from the cyan strain induces expression of sfCFP and rhlI
within the cyan strain as well as lacI in the yellow strain. LacI still represses expres-
sion of sfYFP and cinI in the yellow strain. C14-HSL from the yellow strain induces
expression of sfYFP and cinI within the yellow strain as well as RbsR-L in the cyan
strain. RbsR-L still represses expression of sfCFP and rhlI in the cyan strain.

Figure 4.4 shows the response of the two-strain toggle with positive feedback to

the addition and removal of IPTG and ribose. In Fig. 4.4a the initial image shows

yellow cells, cyan cells, and nonfluorescent cells. This variation across the trap is
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due to differential local environments and the limit on QS signaling distance. This

differential results in areas of only yellow cells which are on, areas of only cyan strains

which are on, and areas with both strains where the cells in the middle are repressed

by each other. Addition of IPTG increases yellow fluorescence but does not shut off

cyan fluorescence. Removal of IPTG dims yellow fluorescence slightly, but mostly

there is no change. In Fig. 4.4b the initial image shows mostly dim or non-fluorescent

cells. Addition of ribose turns on some cyan cells. Removal of ribose does not elicit

significant change in the fluorescence pattern. These experiments suggest that once

the cells turn on, it is difficult to shut them off; likely this effect is due to the strength

of the positive feedback. Therefore this version of the toggle is not an improvement

upon the original version in Fig. 4.1, so all following data is from circuits without

positive feedback.

In both versions of the two-strain toggle tested so far, the cyan strain seemed

to dominate. If there is an imbalance between the strains, the most likely point of

impact would be the repressor. Since the cyan strain appears to be more dominant,

I hypothesized that either the yellow strain’s repressor, LacI, is stronger, or its pro-

moter, pRhl, is leakier. A leakier promoter (meaning a higher concentration of the

repressor) or a stronger repressor would result in greater down regulation of the QS

and fluorescence genes. In order to test which component is causing the observed

imbalance, I tested a version of the two-strain toggle where the repressors, LacI and

RbsR-L, were switched between the strains without any positive feedback (Fig. 4.5).
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Figure 4.4 : Testing bistability in two-strain co-repressive toggle with pos-
itive feedback. Images from the two-strain co-repressive toggle with positive feed-
back grown in a ‘DAW’ microfluidic device with an extended trap with addition and
removal of inducer. (a) The first picture shows the fluorescence of the system initially,
when there is no inducer in the media. At this point there are both on and off cyan
and yellow cells. The next picture shows the effect of addition of media with 1 mM
IPTG (red dye in media). Fluorescence increases in the yellow cells, but no effect is
observed in the cyan cells. Removal of media with IPTG in the third picture shows
slight decrease of fluorescence in the yellow cells, but no other major effect. (b) The
first picture shows the fluorescence of the system initially, when there is no inducer in
the media. At this point all cells are dim or non-fluorescent. The next picture shows
the effect of addition of media with 1 mM ribose (red dye in media). This signal turns
on some cyan cells and does not affect yellow cells. Removal of media with ribose has
no major effect on the system.
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Figure 4.5 : Two-strain co-repressive toggle circuit with switched repressors.
In this version of the two-strain co-repressive toggle, the repressors are switched be-
tween the strains. This system is also based on plasmids designed by Dr. Ye Chen.
C4-HSL produced by the RhlI synthase in the cyan strain induces expression of the
transcriptional repressor RbsR-L in the yellow strain. RbsR-L then binds the engi-
neered lac promoters repressing expression of sfYFP and cinI in the yellow strain.
C14-HSL produced by the CinI synthase in the yellow strain induces expression of the
transcriptional repressor LacI in the cyan strain. LacI then binds the engineered lac
promoters repressing expression of sfCFP and rhlI in the cyan strain. Both strains
also express aiiA, a lactonase that degrades C4-HSL and C14-HSL.

To compare the strength of the strains in the first version of the two-strain toggle

(Fig. 4.1) and the strains in the version with the switched repressors (Fig. 4.5), each

strain was tested in monoculture in a ‘dual DAW’ microfluidic device with a narrow

trap (Fig. 1.1). Each strain was initially grown in media without any inducer or

external QS molecule (no red dye in the media), then with external addition of the

opposite strain’s QS molecule (low red dye in the media), and lastly with the addition

of the strain’s inducer (high red dye in the media). Since the strains were grown in

monoculture and there was no opposite strain present producing QS molecule, in

the initial state there should be no expression of the repressor (RbsR-L or LacI), so

the cells should be fluorescent. Addition of the opposite strain’s QS molecule should

induce the expression of the repressor (RbsR-L or LacI) that represses the expression

of QS synthase and fluorescence, resulting in a decrease in fluorescence. Finally,
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addition of inducer (ribose or IPTG) should relieve the repression by RbsR-L or LacI

and allow for QS synthase and fluorescent protein expression, resulting in increased

fluorescence.

Figure 4.6 shows the results of these experiments. Toggle strains A and B rep-

resent the cyan and yellow strains from the original two-strain toggle respectively,

and strains C and D represent the cyan and yellow strains from the two-strain toggle

with flipped repressors. These data demonstrate the extent of the imbalance in the

original strains of the two-strain toggle (A and B). Strain A was bright cyan when

alone as expected. However, the addition of C14-HSL did not shut off fluorescence

as expected. Addition of ribose only slightly increased fluorescence since there was

no induction of the RbsR-L repressor in the first place. In contrast, toggle strain B

was dim yellow when alone which suggests leaky expression of the repressor in the

absence of QS molecule. Addition of C4-HSL properly shut off the yellow fluorescence

suggesting up-regulation of LacI as expected. Addition of IPTG induced yellow flu-

orescence to a brighter intensity than initially, suggesting proper relief of repression.

These experiments highlight two issues with the original toggle strains, the inability

to induce the repressor in the cyan strain, and the leaky expression of the repressor

in the yellow strain. These issues explain the dominance of the cyan strain previously

observed.

Figure 4.6 also shows an imbalance in the toggle strains with switched repressors.

Strain C has the LacI repressor driven by an engineered cin promoter. Initially this

combination showed no cyan fluorescence suggesting even greater leaky expression of

LacI. Addition of C14-HSL had no effect since the cyan fluorescence was already off.

However, addition of IPTG induced fluorescence but to a lower level than all other

strains when induced. Strain D has the RbsR-L repressor driven by an engineered rhl
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Figure 4.6 : Comparing different circuits of the two-strain co-repressive
toggle. The graphs display fluorescence patterns of the original toggle strains, A
and B, (Fig. 4.3) and the switched repressor toggle strains, C and D, (Fig. 4.3)
in monoculture. None of these strains had positive feedback. The rows determine
whether the strain had the RbsR-L chimeric repressor or the LacI repressor. The
columns determine whether that repressor was driven by an engineered cin promoter
(responds to C14-HSL) or an engineered rhl promoter (responds to C4-HSL). In each
graph, the first 6 hours show fluorescence levels when the strain is grown without
inducer or external QS molecule (no red dye in the media). This shows the initial
state of the strain which should be fluorescent. As can be seen, strains A and D show
proper full fluorescence levels initially while strains C and B have dim fluorescence
initially. This suggests that LacI is a stronger repressor than RbsR-L. In the next
6 hours, 10µM C4-HSL or 1µM C14-HSL was added to the media to induce the
repressor that should shut down fluorescence (medium level of dye in the media).
These concentrations were suggested by lab mates who use these QS systems regularly.
Proper shut off of fluorescence was observed in strains D and B but not in A and C.
This suggests an issue with the induction of the cin promoter. In the last 6 hours,
the inducer of RbsR-L or LacI (1mM ribose or 1mM IPTG respectively) was added
to the media (high red dye). This induction should restore fluorescence. This was
seen in all four cases showing proper induction across all strains. Fluctuations in the
red dye intensity in the graph of strain C and the unexpected drop in the the red
dye intensity of the first part of the last 6 hours (induction) in strain B were due to
issues with the controller that determines which media is being sent to the strains.
This does not affect the overall conclusions from the data.
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promoter; initially this strain exhibited high yellow fluorescence as expected. Addition

of C4-HSL did properly shut off the yellow fluorescence as it did in strain B. Addition

of ribose induced high levels of fluorescence again as expected. While strains D

behaved the most ideally, strain C did not and the imbalance between strains C and

D was worse than the imbalance between strains A and B.

Comparing all four strains in Fig. 4.6 suggests three points. First, comparison of

strain C and B in the absence of external QS molecule or inducer suggests that the

cin promoter is leakier than the rhl promoter, since both systems contain LacI but

fluorescence is dim when LacI is driven by an rhl promoter in the absence of C4-HSL

and completely off when LacI is driven by a cin promoter in the absence of C14-HSL.

Second, LacI is a stronger repressor than RbsR-L as shown by the difference in overall

greater fluorescence in the top row (strains A and D containing RbsR-L) than in the

bottom row (strains C and B containing LacI). Third, external C14-HSL did not

appear to properly induce the expression of the repressor as shown by the inability

to shut off fluorescence in strain A. Attempts to shut off strain A with increased

amounts of C14-HSL did not change the overall fluorescence level. Therefore, I set

out to calculate the amount of QS molecule produced by the strains in the two-strain

toggle and compared that to the concentration of external C4-HSL and C14-HSL

administered in the previous experiment.

4.4 Quantifying production of QS molecules by toggle strains

In order to quantify the amount of QS molecule produced by the toggle stains, I

grew each toggle strain with a receiver strain. The receiver strains fluoresce in the

presence of QS molecule. To measure the production of C4-HSL by the cyan strains

of the normal and flipped repressor versions (toggle strains A and C), I engineered
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a receiver for C4-HSL with a plasmid coding for sfYFP driven by an engineered rhl

promoter that responds to C4-HSL. To measure the production of C14-HSL by the

yellow strains of the normal and flipped repressor versions (toggle strains B and D),

I engineered a receiver for C14-HSL with a plasmid coding for sfCFP driven by an

engineered cin promoter that responds to C14-HSL. The receiver fluorescence color is

purposely the opposite of the toggle strain, so they can be measured independently.

The receiver strains also contained two blank plasmids that balanced them to the

toggle strains, so they all had the same antibiotic resistance genes and could be

grown in co-culture.

I grew each receiver strain with the appropriate toggle strain in a 96 well plate

with the inducer of the toggle strain. The inducer ensures maximum production of

QS molecule by the toggle strain. That QS molecule in turn induces expression of the

fluorescent protein in the receiver strain. I then compared the fluorescence intensity

of the receiver strain when grown with the toggle strain to the fluorescence intensity

of the receiver strain when grown with set amounts of external QS molecule. The

experiments with the toggle strains were in co-culture and therefore only about half

of the cells are the receiver cells; therefore when testing with external QS molecule, I

grew the receiver cells in co-culture with ‘fake’ toggle strains. These fake toggle strains

have the same empty balancing plamids as the receiver in place of the plamids con-

taining the repressor and QS synthase, but still have the original plasmids containing

the fluorescence gene.

Figure 4.7 shows the results of the calibration experiments in which the receiver

strains are grown with the fake toggle strains and different concentrations of external

QS molecule. The graph of yellow fluorescence (pRhl-YFP) versus C4-HSL concentra-

tion shows a proper induction curve. When the same receiver strain was grown with
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the toggle strains A and C the average fluorescence intensity across three biological

replicates was 177.33 and 156.67 AU respectively. This fluorescence intensity matches

about 5 µM of external C4-HSL. However the graph of cyan fluorescence (pCin-CFP)

versus C14-HSL does not represent a proper induction pattern since fluorescence de-

creases with higher concentrations of C14-HSL. In addition, when the same receiver

strain was grown with the toggle strains B and D, the average fluorescence intensity

across three biological replicates was 793.33 and 1304 AU respectively. The fluores-

cence of the receiver with external AHL levels off much lower than the fluorescence

when grown with the toggle strains. This result explains why external C14-HSL addi-

tion did not induce proper expression of the repressor in toggle strain A (Fig. 4.6); the

external C14-HSL level is not sufficient for induction as compared to the QS molecule

produced by the toggle strain.

The externally added QS molecules are dissolved in DMSO prior to addition to the

culture. One hypothesis for the decrease in cyan fluorescence observed at higher levels

of external C14-HSL is that the DMSO concentration is reaching toxic levels. This

toxicity could negatively impact gene expression resulting in the observed decrease of

fluorescence. To test this hypothesis, I grew the receiver strains with the fake toggle

strains in 96 well plates and added DMSO. The level of DMSO added matched the

concentration of DMSO in the wells with the highest level of external C14-HSL tested

in Fig. 4.7. The graph in Fig. 4.8 plots the fluorescence level of each toggle strain

when grown alone, with DMSO, with its inducer, and with inducer plus DMSO. In

all cases, the presence of the DMSO reduced fluorescence.

These data support the hypothesis that the inability to induce expression of the

repressor in toggle strain A with external C14-HSL was due to the toxicity of DMSO.

In addition, this graph further demonstrates that the toggle strains are imbalanced.
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Figure 4.7 : Quantifying QS production by toggle strains. The left graph shows
the level of yellow fluorescence in the receiver strain for C4-HSL externally supplied to
the strain when grown with the fake toggle strain for balance. Fluorescence increases
appropriately for increasing amounts of external C4-HSL. The level of fluorescence
when the same receiver strain is grown with toggle strains A and C (177.33 and 156.67
AU respectively) correlates to about 5 µM of external C4-HSL on the graph. The right
graph shows the level of cyan fluoresce in the receiver strain for C14-HSL externally
supplied to the strain when grown with the fake toggle strain for balance. Fluorescence
levels off and decreases with higher concentrations of C14-HSL. In addition it levels
off much lower than the level of induction seen when the same receiver strain is
grown with toggle strains B and D (793.33 and 1304 AU respectively) which produce
C14-HSL.
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Figure 4.8 : Determining effect of DMSO from external QS molecule on
gene expression. This graph shows how the fluorescence levels are affected by
DMSO. Inducers are 1 mM IPTG (strain A and D) or 1 mM ribose (strain B and C).
DMSO concentration is 40µL per milliliter. Presence of DMSO reduces fluorescence
in all samples. Two-sample t-tests were performed on pairs with and without DMSO
(∗=p < 0.01).
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Toggle strains B and C (with LacI) are not fluorescent when alone. Comparing the

original version (strains A and B) and switched repressor version (strains C and D)

in both Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7, the original version is better than the switched version,

so I decided to improve upon the original version in attempts to balance the strains.

4.5 Switching to dimeric LacI

Original characterization of the chimeric repressor RbsR-L also suggested that it is

a weaker repressor than LacI [55, 56]. This difference can be partly attributed to

the fact that RbsR-L is a dimeric repressor, whereas LacI is a tetrameric repressor.

The tetramerization domain of LacI makes the protein more stable and allows it to

loop DNA for stronger repression [57–59]. The last eleven amino acids of the LacI

protein code for the tetramerization domain [55]. Truncating the gene encoded in the

plasmid to remove the last eleven amino acids results in a dimeric version of LacI,

called LacI-11, [60]. The binding affinity of dimeric LacI-11 (about 10−8) is closer to

that of the chimeric RbsR-L (about 10−7) than tetrameric LacI (about 10−10) [55,60].

I replaced LacI in the yellow strain of the original toggle (Fig. 4.1) with LacI-11 and

compared the fluorescence.

To directly compare fluorescence intensity between the strains, I transformed tog-

gle strain A with the plasmid coding for sfYFP rather than the traditional plasmid

coding for sfCFP. I compared fluorescence levels from this yellow strain A (contain-

ing RbR-L and sfYFP), the traditional strain B (containing tetrameric LacI and

sfYFP), and the new dimeric strain B (containing dimeric LacI-11 and sfYFP). Fig-

ure 4.9 shows the imbalance between strain A and the original tetrameric LacI version

of strain B. First, the original strain B has greater leaky expression of repressor when

alone resulting in dimmer fluorescence than strain A, as seen before. Second, the
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Figure 4.9 : Switching to dimeric LacI-11 makes strains more balanced. This
graph directly compares fluorescence levels of toggle strain A (RbsR), strain B (LacI),
and adjusted strain B (dimeric LacI) with all three strains coding for sfYFP. Toggle
strain A shows ideal behavior in that there is no leaky repression in monoculture
because fluorescence levels with and without inducer (2 mM ribose) are similar and
both high (no significant difference). The original strain B shows low level of fluo-
rescence in monoculture, suggesting high levels of leaky expression of repressor, and
induction with 2 mM IPTG does not reach the fluorescence intensity of strain A.
The new strain B with dimeric LacI has less leaky repression than the original strain
B and reaches levels similar to strain A when induced with 2 mM IPTG. The new
dimeric strain B is more balanced with strain A. (∗=p < 0.01)
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original strain B when fully induced is dimmer than strain A when fully induced.

However, the dimeric LacI version of strain B has less leaky shut off of fluorescence

when alone and reaches levels similar to toggle strain A when fully induced. This new

version of strain B improves greatly upon the balance of the two strains, so all fol-

lowing data come from using the original strain A and dimeric LacI version of strain

B (same as in Fig. 4.1 with LacI-11 in place of LacI).

4.6 RbsR-L and ribose degradation

Before continuing to characterize this new version of the toggle with dimeric LacI-11,

I investigated an issue that appeared in the plate reader experiments but never in the

microfluidics. After about 5 to 6 hours in the plate reader, wells with strain A and

ribose induction began to decrease in fluorescence. Unlike in microfluidics where cells

receive constant fresh media with inducer, the media in the 96 well plate is the same

over time so any metabolite or compound that the cells can degrade does not get

replenished. E. coli cells consume ribose in the process of making purine nucleotides

and elimination of this process would require major metabolic engineering [61, 62].

To confirm that the decrease in fluorescence is due to ribose degradation rather than

a side effect of the genetic circuit, I tested simple circuits containing sfCFP with an

engineered lac promoter regulated by LacI or by RbsR-L and induced with IPTG

or ribose respectively. Figure 4.10 compares the fluorescence patterns of these two

circuits when induced and uninduced to the fluorescence patterns of the two toggle

strains when induced and uninduced over time in a 96 well plate. Both the simple

circuit and toggle strain B that contain LacI driving fluorescence follow a simple fluo-

rescence curve over time before leveling off with the induced cells constantly brighter

than the uninduced cells. However, both the simple circuit and toggle strain A that
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Figure 4.10 : Cells degrade ribose over time. (a) The graphs show the response
of cyan fluorescence over time when driven by LacI (left) or RbsR-L (right) both
induced and uninduced. IPTG induction is constantly brighter than without induc-
tion, but ribose induction reduces over time to level of uninduced. (a) The graphs
show fluorescence levels over time in toggle strains B and A, driven by LacI-11 (left)
and RbsR-L (right) respectively, when induced and uninduced. Similarly to the top
set of graphs, IPTG induction is constantly brighter than without induction, but ri-
bose induction reduces over time to level of uninduced. Both sets of graph suggest
degradation or ribose over time.

contain RbsR-L driving fluorescence follow a simple fluorescence curve initially but

after about 5-6 hours the induced cells begin decreasing in fluorescence down to the

level of the uninduced cells. This result suggests the decrease in fluorescence to be

due to degradation of ribose since that is the commonality between the simple circuit

and toggle strain B, and this decrease is not seen in any wells without ribose.

To replace ribose with another inducer in the system, I would need to use another

chimeric repressor that also binds the engineered lac promoter. Unfortunately, all

the other chimeric repressors also respond to degradable sugars [55, 63]. Instead,
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to prevent issues with ribose degradation, in future experiments in 96 well plates I

increased ribose induction concentration to 10 mM ribose (and 10 mM IPTG as well

to be consistent), and all data will be collected prior to the decrease of fluorescence

caused by ribose degradation.

4.7 Testing bistability

After replacing LacI with dimeric LacI-11 and increasing ribose concentration when

needed to prevent degradation issues, the system was ready to test bistability again.

First, I tested bistability when inducing with IPTG in a ‘DAW’ device with a narrow

trap (Fig. 1.1). I chose to use the narrow trap rather than the extended trap used

in Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.4 to prevent issues with cells being too far away to commu-

nicate with each other. Fig. 4.11 shows the results of this experiment. Initially the

cyan strain was on and the yellow strain was off, suggesting the strains may still be

imbalanced. However, the addition of 2 mM IPTG turned on the yellow strain and

allowed the yellow strain to shut off all the cyan cells. Unfortunately, after removal

of IPTG this state was not maintained; the cyan strain turned back on and shut off

the yellow strain. This response could be due to lack of bistability in the system, or

it could be due to spatial patterning in the trap affecting the yellow strain’s ability

to keep distant cyan cells shut off.

Testing bistability requires the ability to change the media by adding and removing

inducers. This arrangement is possible in systems like the microfluidics but not in

96 well plates. To test bistability of the toggle without the spatial patterning issue

of microfluidics, we need a system that has the ability to change media over time

and that keeps the cells in a well mixed culture without spatial patterning. The

turbidostat developed in the Klavins lab [64] (see Appendix A.2 for more details) has
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Figure 4.11 : Induction with IPTG better when switched to dimeric LacI
but still not bistable. Images shows fluorescence patterns of the two strain toggle
with dimeric LacI-11 over time before induction, with 2 mM IPTG to induce the
yellow strain, and after removal of IPTG. IPTG induction switches the fluorescent
state by inducing the yellow strain, but this state is not maintained after the removal
of IPTG. This experiment suggests a lack of bistability in the system.
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such capabilities. In the turbidostat, cells are grown in a culture tube and constantly

stirred so that all cells and small molecules are evenly mixed. The cells receive

constant fresh media with waste outflow to maintain the overall culture volume.

The fresh media keeps the cells in exponential growth phase at any desired OD. In

addition, the type of media added to the cells can be changed over time, so this system

provides a system in which media can be changed without the spatial patterning issue

of microfluidics. I modified the turbidostat to better fit our needs (see Appendix A.2)

and used it to test for bistability in the two strain toggle.

Before testing bistability of the two strain toggle in the turbidostat, I grew the

strains in the turbidostat without any inducer to determine baseline patterns. Fig-

ure 4.12 shows images of the toggle strains grown in co-culture in the turbidostat

over time without any inducers. The images are taken by sampling the effluent from

the turbidostat culture, pipetting onto agar pads, and imaging on an inverted fluo-

rescence microscope. The images show varying levels of yellow and cyan fluorescence

from the toggle strains over time, but overall both strains are dimly fluorescent. This

result is not as would be expected for a bistable toggle in which we expect one strain

to be fluorescent at a time.

Next, I grew the strains in the turbidostat with ribose for about 13 hours and then

switched to media without ribose to test for bistability. As shown in Fig. 4.13 the

ribose did turn the cyan strain on and the yellow strain off. However after removal

of ribose, cyan cells reduced in fluorescence and eventually both strains returned to

dim fluorescence as seen in Fig. 4.12. This result further suggests that the system is

not bistable, since there is no spatial patterning effect in the turbidostat.
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Toggle strains in turbidostat without inducer

t = 4.6 hrs t = 7.3 hrs

t = 23.4 hrs t = 28.0 hrs

Figure 4.12 : Toggle strains in the turbidostat over time. Representative
images of the samples taken from the two strains grown in the turbidostat over time
without either inducer. Fluorescence levels varied slightly over time, but in general
both strains were dimly fluorescent.
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Toggle strains in turbidostat ± ribose

t = 0 hrs;
with 2mM ribose

t = 1 hrs;
with 2mM ribose

t = 1.5 hrs;
with 2mM ribose

t = 13.5 hrs;
right before removing inducing media

t = 21.5 hrs;
without 2mM media

t = 45.7 hrs;
without 2mM ribose

Figure 4.13 : Toggle strains in the turbidostat over time with ribose. Repre-
sentative images of the samples taken from the two strains grown in the turbidostat
over time. Initially the media contained 2 mM ribose and the cells were cyan or off
(yellow). After removal of ribose, the cells returned to dim yellow and dim cyan, seen
in Fig. 4.12.
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4.8 Conclusion

The two-strain toggle did not display bistable fluorescence patterns, but the system

did seem to be dependent on the ratio of the two strains. This feature was especially

evident in the microfluidic experiments, so I decided to further probe this observation.

Strain ratios fluctuate more significantly in the hallway microfluidic traps [31], so I

grew the two strain toggle with dimeric LacI-11 in co-culture in a ‘4-port’ microfluidic

device with hallway traps. The media contained neither inducer. Images from one

trap of this experiment over time are shown in Fig. 4.14. Initially the cyan strain was

on and the yellow strain was off. As the yellow strain began to dominate the trap,

the yellow cells turned on and shut off the cyan cells. This experiment demonstrates

a ratio dependent gene expression pattern, a novel phenotype for synthetic microbial

consortia. However, in this device we cannot control the strain ratios, so in the next

chapter I test this ratiometric gene expression pattern hypothesis in more controllable

settings.

Toggle strains without feedback (dimeric LacI-11)

t = 1.5 hrs t = 6.8 hrs t = 11.4 hrs

Figure 4.14 : Two-strain co-repressive toggle fluorescence state changes with
strain ratio fluctuations over time. Images shows the fluorescence pattern of
the two-strain toggle with fluctuating strain ratios in the hallway microfluidic trap.
Initially the cyan strain was the majority strain and fluorescent. As the yellow strain
began to take over the trap, the amount of cyan cells producing QS molecule reduced
enough to allow yellow cells to turn on. As the yellow strain turned on and produced
QS molecule, the cyan strain was shut off.
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Chapter 5

Majority sensing in synthetic microbial consortia

This chapter is in preparation for submission to a peer-reviewed journal as: Alnahhas

RN, Sadeghpour M, Chen Y, Frey AA, Ott W, Josic K, and Bennett MR. Majority

sensing in synthetic microbial consortia. In prep. 2019.

5.1 Introduction

Microbial consortia are widespread in nature, from the gut microbiome to soil mi-

crobial communities. While competition among strains within a consortium occurs,

cooperation and communication can also make the consortium more adaptive and

allow for more complex phenotypes than possible in monoculture [7, 65]. Synthetic

biologists aim to harness these advantages by moving towards synthetic microbial

consortia for bioprocessing [7,8,11–13], and microbial ecologists are using engineered

microbial ecosystems as models for studying natural microbial ecosystems [14–17].

The prevalence of individual species within a consortium can have major effects on

the behavior of the community [17,20]. Therefore, many synthetic gene circuits have

been developed to control the composition of an engineered microbial consortium [18,

35, 66]. Stable microbial strain ratios in a consortium have been achieved through

cooperation between strains [18, 19], selective environments [16], engineering ‘self-

limiting’ growth [9, 67], and the spatial separation of strains [20,21].

Another approach to regulating microbial consortia is coordinating gene expres-
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sion. Such coordination via intercellular communication [22–24] is most commonly

achieved using quorum-sensing (QS) molecules [25, 68]. Existing multicellular gene

circuits in microbial consortia allow for oscillations [37], DNA cycling [69], mem-

ory [70], or pattern formation [71]. In addition, consortia have been engineered to

incorporate cross-feeding across strains [72] and to display social interactions [38].

The traditional function of quorum sensing in bacteria is to activate gene ex-

pression based on overall population size [25]. Here, we have developed instead a

consortium in which QS molecules are used to adjust gene expression at the single

cell level in response to the ratio of strains within the consortium rather than the

overall size of the population. We engineered this consortium by designing a multi-

cellular circuit that extends the traditional co-repressive topology [5] to two strains.

Whereas the classical co-repressive toggle architecture utilizes two transcription fac-

tors that repress the production of one another, each strain within the co-repressive

consortium produces a QS molecule that signals the other strain to shut down pro-

duction of an orthogonal QS molecule. Specifically, QS molecules from one strain

induce the expression of a repressor in the opposite strain, shutting off production of

its QS molecule.

Our multicellular co-repressive circuit is modifiable and inducible. To modify the

system, we engineered a variant of the co-repressive consortium that activates gene

expression in the less numerous strain. To demonstrate inducibility, we externally

activated gene expression in one strain while simultaneously deactivating expression

in the opposite strain across a range of strain ratios. Overall, these results will provide

the basis for the construction of complex synthetic consortia with autonomous gene

regulation through the sensing of a strain’s relative proportion within the consortium.
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5.2 Results

To construct the co-repressive consortium (Fig. 5.1a), we transformed two different

sets of plasmids into the same background strain of E. coli. The two sets of plasmids

encoded distinct elements (Fig. 5.1b): an acyl-homoserine lactone synthase (either

RhlI or CinI), a transcriptional repressor (LacI or RbsR-L), and a fluorescent re-

porter (sfCFP or sfYFP). In response to environmental C14-HSL, the “cyan” strain

up-regulates the gene encoding the chimeric repressor RbsR-L [55,56], which in turn

down-regulates the genes encoding the super folder variant of cyan fluorescent protein

(sfCFP) and RhlI (the synthase that produces C4-HSL) [53]. In contrast, the “yel-

low” strain responds to environmental C4-HSL by up-regulating the gene encoding

a dimeric version of LacI (LacI-11) [55], which down-regulates the genes encoding

the super folder variant of yellow fluorescent protein (sfYFP) and CinI (the synthase

that produces C14-HSL) [73]. All the above proteins contain C-terminal ssrA degra-

dation tags that are targeted by the ClpXP protease [74]. Note that the background

strain contains the genes rhlR and cinR in its genome. The proteins RhlR and CinR

are the transcription activators that use C4-HSL and C14-HSL as ligands, respec-

tively [53, 73]. The plasmids containing the transcriptional repressor genes also code

for aiiA, a lactonase that degrades C4-HSL and C14-HSL. With this genetic layout,

each strain expresses a QS molecule when cultured alone. When cultured together,

the more numerous strain produces more QS molecules overall, eventually shutting

off QS production in the less numerous strain.

To assess the proper functions of the two strains, we initially tested them in

monoculture. When the strains were grown separately, in the absence of the opposite

strain’s QS molecule, the strains were ‘ON’ (they expressed both QS molecule and

fluorescent protein), and addition of the opposite QS molecule turned the strains
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a

 

b

P rbsR-L
cin C4 HSL

P rhlI
lac

sfCFPPlac

C14 HSL

lacI-11Prhl

sfYFP Plac

cinI Plac

sfCFP

Figure 5.1 : Co-repressive consortium circuit. (a) The regulatory structure
of the co-repressive consoritum in which each strain down-regulates production of
QS molecule and fluorescent protein in the other strain. (b) A detailed genetic
circuit diagram of the co-repressive consortium. The cyan strain produces C4-HSL
via the RhlI QS synthase. C4-HSL induces the expression of LacI-11 in the yellow
strain. LacI-11 shuts off CinI and sfYFP in the yellow strain. C14-HSL produced by
the CinI QS synthase in the yellow strain induces expression of RbsR-L in the cyan
strain. RbsR-L shuts off RhlI and sfCFP in the cyan strain. Both strains also contain
the gene for aiiA, a lactonase that degrades C4-HSL and C14-HSL, under a xylose
inducible promoter. Therefore all experiments have 2 mM xylose in the media.
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Figure 5.2 : Fluorescence state of majority wins strains in monoculture. Each
graph shows the fluorescence level of each strain in monoculture with no inducer or
repressor (‘Blank Media’), with 10 mM of that strain’s inducer (ribose for cyan strain
and IPTG for yellow strain, ‘Inducing Media’), or with conditioned media with the
opposite strain’s QS molecule (‘Repressing Media’). In both graphs, the fluorescence
was ON in the blank media, but to a lesser extent than in the inducing media. This
is due to low levels of leaky expression of the repressors in both strains. The presence
of the opposite strain’s QS molecule in the repressing media reduced fluorescence
significantly. This result is expected for the majority wins strains. The repressing
media was media in which the opposite strain was previously grown followed by
centrifugation to only carry over the media and QS molecule.

‘OFF’ in monoculture (Fig. 5.2). Whether the strains were ON or OFF did not affect

their growth rate, and the growth rates of the two strains did not differ appreciably

(Fig. 5.3). We thus verified the expected function of the strains and confirmed that

the state of the strains (ON or OFF) does not impact growth rates.

5.2.1 Majority wins pattern

We hypothesized that when the strains are co-cultured, the more numerous strain will

produce more QS molecule and therefore repress QS production in the less numerous

strain. To test this hypothesis qualitatively, we mixed monocultures of the two strains

in 10% increments from 100% cyan strain to 100% yellow strain. We then spotted

each mixture onto an LB agar plate, incubated the plates overnight, and imaged
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Figure 5.3 : Growth curves of strains in monoculture. In shades of blue are the
growth of the cyan strain grown in monoculture over time in blank media, inducing
media (10 mM ribose), and repressing media (conditioned media with the yellow
strain’s QS molecule). In shades of green are the growth of the yellow strain grown in
monoculture over time in blank media, inducing media (10 mM IPTG), and repressing
media (conditioned media with the cyan strain’s QS molecule). These data are from
the same experiment presented in Fig. 5.2. No substantial difference was observed
between the growth rates.
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the resulting colonies. As shown in Fig. 5.4a, the more numerous strain, in general,

repressed expression in its counterpart: Spots seeded with 70-100% cyan strain were

bright cyan, and had little to no yellow fluorescence, suggesting active shut off of

the yellow strain. Spots seeded with 70-100% yellow strain were bright yellow and

displayed little to no cyan fluorescence, suggesting active shut off of the cyan strain.

In the mid-region, with 40-60% yellow strain, the spots displayed dim cyan to dim

yellow.

To quantify this pattern, we grew the same 10% increment ratios but in liquid

culture in 96-well plates. This setup allowed for higher throughput using a plate

reader, quicker measurement of replicates, and more accurate comparison of replicates

by examining data once the cells reach the same OD. Results from this experiment are

shown in Fig. 5.4b. The yellow and cyan fluorescence intensities for wells with mixed

strains are normalized to each fluorescence maximum (the well with 100% yellow or

cyan strain). The co-repressive strains presented a majority wins fluorescence pattern

as shown in Fig. 5.4b. This pattern is consistent with that of the spots in that there

is bright cyan fluorescence in wells with over 70% cyan strain fraction, bright yellow

fluorescence in wells with over 70% yellow strain fraction, and dim cyan and yellow

fluorescence in wells with 40-60% mixtures of the two strains (both fluorescence levels

below the half-maximum). To account for any change in fluorescence due to a the

difference in the number of cells possessing the sfcfp or sfyfp gene in each well, we

normalized each fluorescence to the strain fraction of the same color. As seen in

Fig. 5.4c, the majority wins fluorescence pattern is maintained in the co-repressive

consortium even after normalization to strain fraction. This result suggests that

the the change in fluorescence is not simply due to the change in number of cells

expressing either fluorescent protein but that there is also active down regulation of
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Figure 5.4 : Majority wins pattern. (a) Fluorescence images of spots of the
co-repressive consortium on agar plates at mixtures of the two strains with 10% in-
crements from 100% cyan strain to 100% yellow strain. (b) Fluorescence intensity of
the co-repressive consortium at mixtures in liquid cultures in a 96-well plate. Results
were obtained using 10% increments starting with 100% cyan strain and ending with
100% yellow strain. To compare fluorescence intensities, they are normalized to the
values measured in wells containing a single strain (100% wells). Fluorescence inten-
sity correlates with strain fraction in a majority wins pattern. Same symbols with
different colors represents the yellow and cyan intensities from the same well of the
same replicate experiment and lines represent averages across all replicates (consis-
tent throughout all graphs presented). (c) The data from (b) normalized to strain
fraction to account for any change in fluorescence due simply to the decrease in the
number of cells containing the fluorescence gene. The co-repressive consortium still
follows a majority wins pattern even after normalization to strain fraction suggesting
active shut off of the minor strain. (d-f) Same as (a-c) but for a control consortium
lacking intercellular signaling and with constitutive expression of sfcfp or sfyfp in the
respective strains. The control consortium does not follow a majority wins pattern
after normalization to strain fraction further suggesting the presence of active shut off
of the minor strain in the co-repressive consortium. A slight uptick in cyan fluores-
cence at low fractions of cyan strain in the control consortium is due to amplification
of noise at the low cyan intensity when normalized to strain fraction.
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gene expression in the minority strain and up regulation of gene expression in the

majority strain.

To confirm that the final strain ratios were the same as the initial, mixed strain

ratios, we performed serial dilutions of the cultures at the end of the experiments

and plated them onto LB agar plates. We then counted the number of resultant

yellow and cyan colonies to measure the strain ratios. We did this for a subset of

the biological replicates from each graph presented throughout the paper. Figure 5.5

shows the results of this quantification and that the final, measured strain ratios were

very close to the initial, mixed strain ratios.

We next wanted to further confirm that the decrease in the fraction of cells with

the sfcfp or sfyfp gene was not the main cause of the fluorescence pattern observed.

Therefore, we performed the same set of experiments with a control consortium. The

strains within the control consortium each code for constitutive sfcfp or sfyfp ex-

pression but do not communicate with each other. Moreover, except for the point

mutations that differ between sfcfp and sfyfp, these strains are isogenic. Figure 5.4d

shows that across the 100% cyan strain to 100% yellow strain spots of the control

consortium, the fluorescence spots are visually cyan then green then yellow without

much change in overall brightness. This observation differed from the fluorescence

pattern observed in the co-repressive consortium in that there was consistent fluo-

rescence within each spot in the control consortium, but regions of no fluorescence

within the spots of the co-repressive consortium. This result suggests active shut-off

of the less numerous strain in the co-repressive consortium due to the dynamics of

QS molecule production. Figure 5.4e shows data from the same ratio increments of

the control consortium but in liquid culture in 96-well plates. The control consortium

also displays a majority wins fluorescence pattern, but the trends are more linear
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Figure 5.5 : Measuring strain ratios. To confirm strain ratios in the experiments
were the same as the initial mixed strain ratios, cultures were serially diluted and
plated. Cyan and yellow colonies were counted to determine strain fractions. Graphs
show final, counted versus initial, mixed yellow strain fractions for 3-4 biological
replicates from each of the experiments. In all cases, the measured strain ratios very
closely match the initial mixed strain ratios.
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than those of the co-repressive consortium. At the mid-point (40-60% mixtures of

the two strains), each fluorescence is at about half maximum. When we normalized

these data to strain fraction to account for the change in cells containing each fluo-

rescent protein, the fluorescence pattern flat-lined (Fig. 5.4f). Thus, in the control all

changes in fluorescence levels can be accounted for by the change in number of cells

containing the fluorescence gene.

Interestingly, the difference between the co-repressive consortium and the control

at the population level is not very dramatic (Figs. 5.4b and e). A decrease or increase

in fluorescence of the bulk culture is certain to happen simply because the relative

abundance of one strain or the other is changing. However, the difference between the

co-repressive consortium and control are dramatic at the single-cell level (as measured

by the fluorescence divided by respective strain fraction), as shown in Figs. 5.4c and

f. Specifically, single cells within the co-repressive consortium clearly respond to the

relative abundances of the two strains, whereas in the absence of cell-cell signaling in

the control consortium, the average single-cell fluorescence is independent of strain

fraction.

We next asked whether we could tune the responsiveness of the majority wins

system by introducing external inducers into the media. To do so, we first grew the

same 10% increments of the co-repressive strains with 10 mM ribose or 10 mM IPTG

to fully induce the cyan or yellow strain, respectively. Addition of ribose induces rhlI

and sfcfp in the cyan strain by relieving repression via RbsR-L. On the other hand,

addition of IPTG induces cinI and sfyfp in the yellow strain by relieving repression

via LacI-11. Fig. 5.6a shows that 10 mM of either inducer turned ON the appropriate

strain (and turned OFF its counterpart) across all ratios tested (except when one

strain was absent).
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Figure 5.6 : Inducer effect on majority wins pattern. (a) Full induction with
10 mM ribose or IPTG induces the respective strain regardless of strain fraction. To
compare fluorescence intensities, they are normalized to the values measured in wells
containing a single strain (100% wells). Same symbols with different colors represents
the yellow and cyan intensities from the same well of the same replicate experiment
and lines represent averages across all replicates (consistent throughout all graphs
presented). (b) Decreasing amounts of IPTG shift the fluorescence curves differently
and alter the majority wins pattern less.
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Next, we tested if we could more finely tune the cross-over point of the system and

elucidate the mechanisms behind the effect of strain ratio and inducer concentration

in determining this pattern. We grew the same 10% increments of the co-repressive

consortium with decreasing amount of IPTG. Figure 5.6b shows the response of the

system to decreasing concentrations of IPTG across the strain ratios. A concentration

of 0.5 mM IPTG was sufficient to turn ON the yellow strain (and turn OFF the cyan

strain) at all yellow strain fractions above 10%. At 0.1 mM IPTG, the yellow strain

is ON at all fractions higher than about 40%, and at 0.05 mM IPTG this threshold

increased to about 60% yellow strain. With 0.01 mM IPTG, responses approached

those observed with no inducer (Fig. 5.4c), as low IPTG concentrations have much

lower impact on the system. This pattern shows that increasing amounts of inducer

shifts the cross-over point and that the more outnumbered the strain is, the more

inducer is needed to counteract the repression from the more numerous strain. In

the next section, we provide a simple mathematical model that further describes the

effect of inducer across different strain ratios.

5.2.2 Mathematical modeling of co-repressive mechanisms

To understand the mechanisms that drive the observed dynamics of the consortium,

we created a simple mechanistic mathematical model. A full description is provided

in Appendix A.4. We extended existing models of single cell biological switches [5]

in order to capture the dynamics of interacting bacterial communities. Since we are

looking at the population-level fluorescence state of the system, we neglected single

cell level dynamics and cell to cell variability. The model is similar to a previous

model describing a co-repressive consortium [75]. However, here we have added the

effects of inducer and leakiness, while neglecting the effects of metabolic loading since
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there was no substantial impact on growth when a strain was on or off. Due to

the symmetry of the system, we only modeled the induction of the yellow strain. A

similar model for the effect of the inducer on the inhibition of the protein synthesis

by a quorum sensing signal is also given in [76].

Figure 5.7a shows a comparison between the solutions of the model and experi-

mentally measured relative fluorescence of the yellow and cyan strains as a function

of inducer concentration. The model results show the fluorescence at a time when

the total cell count reaches 85% of the carrying capacity of the well, as a function of

a normalized inducer concentration. At a fixed ratio of the yellow strain, increasing

IPTG concentration increases yellow fluorescence. Therefore, even for relatively small

fractions of the yellow strain, if we add enough IPTG, the yellow strain fluorescence

‘wins’ over the cyan strain fluorescence. The bottom panels in Fig. 5.7b show the

experimental results at five different IPTG concentrations presented in the same way

showing that the model matches the experimental results closely.

In constructing our mathematical model, we did not model the synthesis, degrada-

tion, and diffusion of the signaling molecules. Instead, we assumed that the quorum

sensing signal is proportional to the total number of synthase proteins in each strain.

Our model also does not capture any cell to cell variability. Instead, we considered

an average fluorescence state for the whole strain. Despite these simplifications, our

model captures the behavior of the system well. This outcome suggests that the

main mechanisms that determine the average dynamical behavior of the consortium

are those that we included in our model: co-repression by quorum sensing signals,

cell growth, and enzymatic degradation of the proteins. One can therefore use this

model to predict the behavior of the consortium for conditions that are not tested

experimentally. For instance, one can use the model to gain insights about how the
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Figure 5.7 : Modeling strain ratio and inducer effect on fluorescence. (a)
Relative fluorescence of the yellow and cyan strains as a function of normalized in-
ducer concentration at set strain ratios from the model. (b) Relative fluorescence
of the yellow and cyan strains as a function of IPTG concentration at set strain ra-
tios from the same data presented in Fig. 5.6. To compare fluorescence intensities,
they are normalized to the values measured in wells containing a single strain (100%
wells). Circles represent replicate experiments and lines represent averages across all
replicates. The model agrees qualitatively with experimental results across all strain
ratios.
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fluorescence state of the consortium will change if one doubles or triples the concen-

tration of the inducer for strain ratios for which no experimental data are available.

5.2.3 Minority wins pattern

The majority wins pattern consortium provides a multicellular system in which genes

turn on in the more numerous strain. We next engineered a system in which strains

express genes when they are the outnumbered strain. To engineer such a ‘minority

wins’ consortium, we changed the promoters of sfcfp and sfyfp in the first co-repressive

consortium (Fig. 5.8a). The fluorescence genes in this system are induced directly by

the QS molecule produced by the opposite strain. The opposite strain’s QS molecule

still induces expression of RbsR-L and LacI-11 in each strain and therefore still down-

regulates expression of RhlI and CinI respectively. With these modifications, the

strains repress each other’s ability to produce QS molecule but require the other

strain’s QS molecule in order to express sfcfp or sfyfp. Therefore, in order to be

fluorescent each strain needs to be in the minority so that the opposite strain is

producing QS molecule, resulting in a ‘minority wins’ pattern.

In this system, when either strain is cultured alone, it should express its own

QS molecule, but it should not express its fluorescent protein. To verify this, we

tested each strain independently and confirmed that they did not fluoresce in mono-

culture (Fig. 5.9). We also confirmed that the opposite strain’s QS molecule induced

fluorescence in monoculture (Fig. 5.9).

To test our hypothesized minority wins pattern, we then performed the same 96-

well plate experiments as for the majority wins consortium previously. We mixed

monocultures of the two strains in 10% increments from 100% cyan strain to 100%

yellow strain without IPTG or ribose and measured fluorescence in a plate reader.
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Figure 5.8 : Minority wins pattern. (a) Genetic circuit of minority wins consor-
tium. (b) Quantification of fluorescence intensity of the minority wins consortium
at mixtures of the two strains with 10% increments from 100% cyan strain to 100%
yellow strain from liquid cultures in a 96-well plate. Data are normalized to strain
fraction for a relative fluorescence per cell. Same symbols with different colors rep-
resents the yellow and cyan intensities from the same well of the same replicate ex-
periment and lines represent averages across all replicates. (c) Modeling of minority
wins consortium fluorescence versus yellow strain fraction. The model and data qual-
itatively agree and both demonstrate the inverse relationship between strain fraction
and fluorescence.
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Figure 5.9 : Fluorescence state of minority wins strains in monoculture.
Each graph shows the fluorescence level of each strain in monoculture without exter-
nal inducer or QS molecules for the ‘Blank Media’, with 10 mM of ribose or IPTG
for the ‘QS Inducing Media’ of the cyan and yellow strains respectively, or with con-
ditioned media containing the opposite strain’s QS molecule for the ‘Fluorescence
Inducing Media’. In both graphs, the fluorescence was OFF in the blank media and
the QS inducing media. The presence of the opposite strain’s QS molecule in the
fluorescence inducing media increased fluorescence significantly. This is as expected
for the minority wins strains. The fluorescence inducing media was media in which
the opposite strain was previously grown in then we spun down the cells to only carry
over the media and QS molecule.

The results shown in Fig. 5.8b display the resulting minority wins pattern of this

consortium. Since the strains are non-fluorescent when alone, we cannot measure a

relative fluorescence to the 100% as we did for the majority wins consortium, but we

did normalize the fluorescence to the strain fraction to better visualize the minority

wins pattern. These experiments confirm the minority wins pattern, as each strain’s

fluorescence pattern is inversely related to its fraction in the consortium.

We also developed a mathematical model for the dynamics of the minority wins

pattern. The model was based on the one developed for the majority wins pattern.

However, as the synthase and the fluorescent proteins were no longer under the same

promoter, we modeled them separately (See Appendix A.4 for a full description).

This model again displayed behavior close to that observed experimentally (Compare
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Fig. 5.8c and Fig. 5.8b), confirming the mechanism generating the minority wins

pattern of this consortium. Similar to the majority wins case, the mathematical

model could give quantitative predictions if we fit the parameters to data.

5.2.4 Response to fluctuating population

To demonstrate an application of the majority and minority wins patterns, we grew

each system in a microfluidic environment that allows for strain ratio fluctuations

over time [31]. Microfluidic devices allow for single cell gene expression using fluores-

cence microscopy and continuous growth due to constant fresh media flow [26]. This

microfluidic device has small cell trapping chambers off to the side of the media flow

channel (Fig. 5.10). We mixed monocultures of both strains from either the majority

or the minority wins consortium equally and then seeded many cells from this mix-

ture into the cell traps of the microfluidic device to increase the chance of capturing

both strains in each trap. We then provided the seeded cells with continuous fresh

media without IPTG or ribose and imaged the cells over time. Figure 5.11 shows one

representative example from each consortium in which both strains were captured.

We observed that the ratio of the two strains fluctuated over time, and the fluores-

cence state responded accordingly. In the majority wins example shown in Fig. 5.11a,

the trap initially had more cells of the cyan strain and therefore the cyan cells were

fluorescent and the cells of the yellow strain were not. As time went on, the yel-

low strain began to take over more of the trap and in result began turning on sfyfp

and QS molecule expression. This shift occurred because as the yellow strain began

to dominate the trap, the number of cyan cells was reduced and in result the con-

centration of the cyan strain’s QS molecule decreased. With this reduction in QS

molecule, the expression level of LacI-11 in the yellow strain decreased enough to
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Media Cells

Water Water

Figure 5.10 : Microfluidic device. In blue are the 10 µm tall media flow channels,
and in red are the 1.5 µm tall cell trapping channels. Blue triangles are ports to
which media, cells, and water reservoirs are connected. Water reservoirs serve as
waste uptake.

allow for production of QS molecule and sfyfp in the yellow strain. As the yellow

strain continued to dominate and produce QS molecule, eventually the concentration

of QS molecule increased enough to shut off the cyan cells completely by inducing

expression of RbsR-L in the cyan strain.

In the minority wins example shown in Fig. 5.11b, initially the cyan strain was

in the minority and therefore fluorescent. As the cyan strain began to take over the

trap, its fluorescence decreased because there were fewer yellow strain cells producing

the QS molecule that the cyan strain needs to turn on sfcfp expression. Once the

cyan strain took over enough of the trap to become the majority, it began producing

enough QS molecule to turn on sfyfp expression in the yellow cells resulting in the

final image where yellow was in the minority and fluorescent and cyan in the majority

and not fluorescent.

These results show that not only do both consortia display gene expression pat-
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Figure 5.11 : Majority and minority wins consortia in fluctuating environ-
ment. (a) Response of majority wins consortium to strain ratio fluctuations in a
microfluidic device over time. As the cyan strain goes from the major fraction to
the minor fraction of the population, the fluorescent state of the system switches
from cyan strain ‘ON’ to yellow strain ‘ON’ displaying a majority wins pattern as
strain ratios fluctuate. To the right is a quantification of the fluorescence compared
to estimated strain ratios over time. (b) Response of minority wins consortium to
strain ratio fluctuations in microfluidic device over time. As the cyan strain goes
from the minor to the major fraction of the population, the fluorescent state of the
system switches from cyan ‘ON’ to yellow ‘ON’ displaying a minority wins pattern as
strain ratios fluctuate. To the right is a quantification of the fluorescence compared
to estimated strain ratios over time.
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terns dependent on the strain ratios, they also dynamically respond to the change

in this ratio over time. Quantification of these data are dependent on an estimation

of the strain ratios when the strains are not fluorescent by using dynamic thresholds

for fluorescence. The graphs in Fig. 5.11 display the quantification of the two rep-

resentative examples shown. Similar graphs from other replicates are presented in

Fig. 5.12. For the majority wins consortium, the fluorescence patterns followed the

strain ratio patterns, and for the minority wins consortium, the fluorescence pattern

were opposite of the strain ratio patterns.

5.3 Conclusion

Here we have built two types of co-repressive consortia that alter gene expression

based on the ratio of their constituent strains and respond to changes in the ratio over

time. This phenotype is useful for a wide range of engineered consortia where strains

need to adjust their gene expression in response to change in the strain composition

within a consortium. We have developed two types of ratiometric sensors: one where

genes are turned on when a strain is more numerous in the consortium and one where

genes are turned on when a strain is less numerous in the consortium. We have also

demonstrated that the co-repressive consortium can be induced to turn on genes in

either strain as desired despite the current strain ratio. This feature provides another

advantageous property of our engineered consortium by providing a way to override

the gene expression pattern as needed. Our model confirms the mechanism of these

systems as a result of the relationship between strain ratio and inducer concentration.

Furthermore, the model can accurately predict gene expression states at different

strain ratios and inducer concentrations. As the types and functions of engineered

consortia become more complex, we need more mechanisms that are able to control
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Figure 5.12 : Microfluidic replicates. More replicates of the data presented in
Fig. 6. For the majority wins consortium, the fluorescence patterns follow the strain
ratio patterns, and for the minority wins consortium, the fluorescence patterns are
opposite of the strain ratio patterns.
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gene expression of strains within consortia. The engineered system presented here

provides a new approach in which gene expression state depends on stain ratios while

allowing external induction of genes as needed.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and future directions

Overall in this thesis, three main points have been established concerning synthetic

microbial consortia. First, we determined that in synthetic microbial consortia, if the

constituent strains are of the same species and contain the same number of plasmids,

the expression of the genes encoded in the plasmids does not induce a metabolic load

great enough to affect growth rate. This is especially true when experiments are

performed in rich media, such as LB. This is consistent with findings by Carrera et

al. [6] that demonstrate that metabolic load impacts growth more significantly when

there is a difference in plasmid copy number and when the cells are grown in minimal

media. This result suggested that growth rate was not the cause of instability in

strain ratio observed in synthetic microbial consortia.

Rather, the second point elucidated from this work was that for synthetic microbial

consortia with strains of similar growth rates, the main factor affecting strain stability

is the overall population size. This effect is due to the fact that in smaller populations,

slight shifts in the strains create more significant impact on the overall strain ratios

over time. In microfluidics, however, the 2D environment presents a spatial patterning

issue with increasing population size. To reduce the effects of spatial patterning in

larger microfluidic devices, a larger number of initial cells can be seeded into the trap.

The initial cells determine the heterogeneity of the final population, so by seeding a

greater number of cells into a larger trap, the final population will large enough to

stay relatively stable, and the cells of the different strains will be close enough to
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communicate as well.

The third accomplishment of this work was the creation of synthetic microbial

consortia with novel population phenotypes. Two ratiometric gene expression pat-

terns were engineered in multicellular systems. One system turns on gene expression

in the strain that makes up a larger component of the consortium, resulting in a

‘majority wins’ gene expression pattern. Another system turns on gene expression

in the strain that makes up a smaller component of the consortium, resulting in a

‘minority wins’ gene expression pattern. Both systems are inducible and modifiable

to allow for external manipulation of the gene expression state and adjustment of

the cross-over point. Altering the cross-over point allows for setting the threshold for

majority or minority. While natural microbial consortia can adjust gene expression

based on overall population size by using quorum sensing (QS), these majority wins

and minority wins consortia adjust gene expression based on the ratio of the strains

within the population. In addition, the gene expression state changes in real-time

with fluctuations in strain ratios.

The information gleaned on stabilizing strains and ensuring proper communica-

tion can be of use to any microbial consortia to be monitored using microfluidics.

Microfluidics allow for monitoring single cell gene expression to characterize expres-

sion patterns of a genetic circuit. If a synthetic microbial consortium is engineered to

produce a desired product, than an environment with a larger population size, such

as a turbidostat or bioreactor, would be more useful than microfluidics. With the

greater population size, strains of equal growth rates would stay relatively stable in

either system. In addition, the constant mixing of the culture within the turbido-

stat or bioreactor prevent spatial patterns. The next step to pursue in stabilizing

strains would be to create a system for balancing strains that do not have the same
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growth rate. Using auxotrophic strains that cannot survive on their own, but can

grow together mutualistically could present a solution for such a system.

In addition, the minority wins consortium could be useful in a bioprocessing ap-

plications. In bioprocessing, microbial consortia can be used to split a biochemical

pathway between specialized strains in an assembly line fashion. In this system, a

change in strain ratios could cause a back up in one of the steps in the system and

an accumulation of an intermediate product. To alleviate this issue, the minority

wins genetic circuit could be adapted to regulate the expression of the biochemical

pathway within each strain. This system would then down-regulate the expression

of the pathway in any strain that is overgrowing to prevent a build up. At the same

time, the system would up-regulate the expression of the pathway in any strain that

is in the minority preventing a back up at that step of the process. The majority

wins system could also be modified to stabilize strain ratios within any consortium.

For example, a toxin gene could be encoded within the genetic circuit of the majority

wins consortium. In this case, if a strain begins to overgrow and become the majority

strain, the toxin gene would be expressed, slowing down the growth of that strain.

Once the strains are balanced, the toxin gene would no longer be expressed.

Overall the data presented here can be used to better design and culture synthetic

microbial consortia, and the engineered consortia presented can be modulated to

enhance a wide variety of applications. The future directions for this project are to

test the applications described and continue designing alternate control mechanisms

for synthetic microbial consortia.
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Appendix A

Appendix

A.1 Methods

A.1.1 Plasmid and strain construction

The plasmids throughout this thesis were constructed using a combination of cloning

methods including traditional restriction enzyme cloning, golden gate cloning, and

gibson assembly. The tables below detail the components of the plasmids used in

each chapter. Plasmids were transformed into the appropriate strains listed using

a heat shock transformation protocol and chemically competent cells. Transforma-

tions were plated onto LB agar plates with the appropriate antibiotics. Antibiotic

concentrations for all experimental set-ups are as follows: 100 µg mL−1 ampicillin,

33µg mL−1 chloramphenicol, 50 µg mL−1 kanamycin, and 50µg mL−1 spectinomycin.

Transformation plates were incubated at 37◦C for 16-18 hours. Colonies from the

plates were used to inoculate 5 mL of LB for overnight cultures incubated for 16-18

hours at 37◦C (monocultures). The overnight culture was used the next day to begin

experiments as detailed in the following sections.
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Strain Plasmid Gene Cassette Resistance Ori

Yellow strain RA001 pLac–sfYFP–LAA kanR and chlorR pMB1

Cyan strain RA002 pLac–sfCFP–LAA kanR and specR pMB1

Table A.1 : Plasmids used in Chapter 2 antibiotic control consortium.
The engineered lac promoters [77] and modified bicistronic design ribosome bind-
ing sites [78] drive the expression of sfcfp or sfyfp mutants of sfgfp [46, 47]. The
fluorescent proteins were tagged with ssrA degradation tags [74]. The plasmids also
include an ROP element that reduces the copy number [79]. The plasmids were in-
dividually transformed into a derivative of BW25113 ∆araC ∆lacI [3] E. coli cells
with araC, lacI, and tetR inserted under constitutive promoters (JS006ALT).

Strain Plasmid Gene Cassette Resistance Ori

Yellow strain plasmid 1 RA017 pIq–sfYFP–ASV ampR p15A

Yellow strain plasmid 2 RA013 pLac–mCherry kanR pMB1

Cyan strain plasmid 1 RA018 pIq–sfCFP–ASV ampR p15A

Cyan strain plasmid 2 RA022 pBad–mCherry kanR pMB1

Table A.2 : Plasmids used in Chapter 2 metabolic load control consortium.
The constitutive PIq promoters [80] and modified bicistronic design ribosome binding
sites [78] drive the expression of sfcfp or sfyfp with mutagenized ssrA degradation
tags that end with amino acids ASV [74]. The engineered lac or arabinose (Pbad)
promoters [77] and modified bicistronic design ribosome binding sites [78] drive the
expression of mCherry [81]. The plasmids with the pMB1 origin also include an ROP
element that reduces the copy number [79]. The two plasmids for each strain were
co-transformed into a derivative of BW25113 ∆araC ∆lacI [3] E. coli cells with araC,
lacI, and tetR inserted under constitutive promoters (JS006ALT).
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Strain Plasmid Gene Cassette Resistance Ori

Yellow strain RA017 pIq–sfYFP–ASV ampR p15A

Cyan strain RA018 pIq–sfCFP–ASV ampR p15A

Table A.3 : Plasmids used in Chapter 3 control consortium. The constitutive
PIq promoters [80] and modified bicistronic design ribosome binding sites [78] drive
the expression of sfcfp or sfyfp with mutagenized ssrA degradation tags that end with
amino acids ASV [74]. The plasmids were individually transformed into BW25113
derivative ∆araC ∆lacI [3] E. coli cells (JS006).

Strain Plasmid Gene Cassette Resistance Ori

Sender strain plasmid 1 RA017 pIq–sfYFP–ASV ampR p15A

Sender strain plasmid 2 C161 plac–rhlI–LAA kanR pMB1

Receiver strain plasmid 1 RA036 pIq–mCherry–ASV ampR p15A

Receiver strain plasmid 2 CH313 prhl–sfCFP kanR pMB1

Table A.4 : Plasmids used in Chapter 3 sender/receiver consortium. The con-
stitutive PIq promoters [80] and modified bicistronic design ribosome binding sites [78]
drive the expression of sfyfp or mCherry with mutagenized ssrA degradation tags
that end with amino acids ASV [74]. The engineered lac promoter [77] and modi-
fied bicistronic design ribosome binding site [78] drives the expression of rhlI (ATCC
#47085), and the engineered rhl promoter [77] and modified bicistronic design ribo-
some binding site [78] drives the expression of sfcfp. The pMB1 plasmids also contain
an ROP element that reduces the copy number [79]. Each pair of plasmids was trans-
formed into a BW25113 derivative ∆araC ∆lacI ∆sdiA strain with cinR and rhlR
inserted at the attB site under constitutive promoter (CY027) [37]. There is no LacI
in this strain, so rhlI is expressed constitutively.
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Strain Plasmid Gene Cassette Resistance Ori

Cyan strain plasmid 1 C331 plac–rhlI–LAA specR p15A

Cyan strain plasmid 2 C163 plac–sfCFP–LAA kanR pMB1

Cyan strain plasmid 3 C335 pcin–rbsR-L–LAA chlorR pSC101

Yellow strain plasmid 1 C332 plac–cinI–LAA specR p15A

Yellow strain plasmid 2 C164 plac–sfYFP–LAA kanR pMB1

Yellow strain plasmid 3 C314 prhl–lacI–LAA chlorR pSC101

Table A.5 : Plasmids used in Chapter 4 two-strain toggle. The engineered
lac promoters [77] and modified bicistronic design ribosome binding sites [78] drive
the expression of RhlI (ATCC #47085), CinI (ATCC #10004), sfcfp, or sfyfp with
standard LAA ssrA degradation tags [74]. The pMB1 plamids also contain an ROP
element that reduces the copy number [79]. The engineered cin and rhl promoters [77]
and modified bicistronic design ribosome binding sites [78] drive the expression of
RbsR-L chimeric repressor [55] and LacI transcriptional repressor with standard LAA
ssrA degradation tags [74]. Both repressor plasmids also include the AiiA gene for QS
molecule turnover [4] under the control of an engineered xylose inducible promoter [77]
and bicistronic design ribosome binding site [78] with standard LAA ssrA degradation
tags [74]. Each set of plasmids was transformed into a BW25113 derivative ∆araC
∆lacI ∆sdiA strain with cinR and rhlR inserted at the attB site under constitutive
promoter(CY027) [37].
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Strain Plasmid Gene Cassette Resistance Ori

Cyan strain plasmid 1 C338 prhl-lac–rhlI–LAA specR p15A

Cyan strain plasmid 2 C216 prhl-lac–sfCFP–LAA kanR pMB1

Cyan strain plasmid 3 C335 pcin–rbsR-L–LAA chlorR pSC101

Yellow strain plasmid 1 C334 pcin-lac–cinI–LAA specR p15A

Yellow strain plasmid 2 C217 pcin-lac–sfYFP–LAA kanR pMB1

Yellow strain plasmid 3 C314 prhl–lacI–LAA chlorR pSC101

Table A.6 : Plasmids used in Chapter 4 two-strain toggle with positive feed-
back. The engineered hybrid rhl-lac or cin-lac promoters [77] and modified bicistronic
design ribosome binding sites [78] drive the expression of RhlI (ATCC #47085), CinI
(ATCC #10004), sfcfp, or sfyfp with standard LAA ssrA degradation tags [74]. The
pMB1 plamids also contain an ROP element that reduces the copy number [79].
The engineered cin and rhl promoters [77] and modified bicistronic design ribosome
binding sites [78] drive the expression of RbsR-L chimeric repressor [55] and LacI tran-
scriptional repressor with standard LAA ssrA degradation tags [74]. Both repressor
plasmids also include the AiiA gene for QS molecule turnover [4] under the control of
an engineered xylose inducible promoter [77] and bicistronic design ribosome binding
site [78] with standard LAA ssrA degradation tags [74]. Each set of plasmids was
transformed into a BW25113 derivative ∆araC ∆lacI ∆sdiA strain with cinR and
rhlR inserted at the attB site under constitutive promoter (CY027) [37].
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Strain Plasmid Gene Cassette Resistance Ori

Cyan strain plasmid 1 C331 plac–rhlI–LAA specR p15A

Cyan strain plasmid 2 C163 plac–sfCFP–LAA kanR pMB1

Cyan strain plasmid 3 C335 pcin–rbsR-L–LAA chlorR pSC101

Yellow strain plasmid 1 C332 plac–cinI–LAA specR p15A

Yellow strain plasmid 2 C164 plac–sfYFP–LAA kanR pMB1

Yellow strain plasmid 3 RA035 prhl–lacI-11–LAA chlorR pSC101

Table A.7 : Plasmids used in Chapter 4 and 5 two-strain toggle with dimeric
LacI-11. The engineered lac promoters [77] and modified bicistronic design ribosome
binding sites [78] drive the expression of RhlI (ATCC #47085), CinI (ATCC #10004),
sfcfp, or sfyfp with standard LAA ssrA degradation tags [74]. The pMB1 plamids
also contain an ROP element that reduces the copy number [79]. The engineered cin
and rhl promoters [77] and modified bicistronic design ribosome binding sites [78]
drive the expression of RbsR-L chimeric repressor and LacI-11 dimeric repressor [55]
with standard LAA ssrA degradation tags [74]. Both repressor plasmids also include
the AiiA gene for QS molecule turnover [4] under the control of an engineered xylose
inducible promoter [77] and bicistronic design ribosome binding site [78] with stan-
dard LAA ssrA degradation tags [74]. Each set of plasmids was transformed into a
BW25113 derivative ∆araC ∆lacI ∆sdiA strain with cinR and rhlR inserted at the
attB site under constitutive promoter (CY027) [37].
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Strain Plasmid Gene Cassette Resistance Ori

Cyan strain plasmid 1 C331 plac–rhlI–LAA specR p15A

Cyan strain plasmid 2 C308 pcin–sfYFP–LAA kanR pMB1

Cyan strain plasmid 3 C335 pcin–rbsR-L–LAA chlorR pSC101

Yellow strain plasmid 1 C332 plac–cinI–LAA specR p15A

Yellow strain plasmid 2 C309 prhl–sfCFP–LAA kanR pMB1

Yellow strain plasmid 3 RA035 prhl–lacI-11–LAA chlorR pSC101

Table A.8 : [Plasmids used in Chapter 5 minority wins consortium. The engi-
neered lac promoters [77] and modified bicistronic design ribosome binding sites [78]
drive the expression of RhlI (ATCC #47085) and CinI (ATCC #10004) with stan-
dard LAA ssrA degradation tags [74]. The engineered cin and rhl promoters [77] and
modified bicistronic design ribosome binding sites [78] drive the expression of RbsR-
L chimeric repressor, LacI-11 dimeric repressor [55], sfcfp, or sfyfp with standard
LAA ssrA degradation tags [74]. The pMB1 plamids also contain an ROP element
that reduces the copy number [79]. Both repressor plasmids also include the AiiA
gene for QS molecule turnover [4] under the control of an engineered xylose inducible
promoter [77] and bicistronic design ribosome binding site [78] with standard LAA
ssrA degradation tags [74]. Each set of plasmids was transformed into a BW25113
derivative ∆araC ∆lacI ∆sdiA strain with cinR and rhlR inserted at the attB site
under constitutive promoter (CY027) [37].

A.1.2 Microfluidics

This protocol for microfluidic experiments is based on Dr. Andrew Hirning’s proto-

cols.

For microfluidic experiments, overnight cultures of each strain were diluted 1/100

to 1/1000 into 50 ml fresh LB with appropriate antibiotics and grown about 2.5

hours until they reached an OD600 nm of 0.15 − 0.2 for narrow or extended traps.

The mechanism of cell trapping in the narrow or extended traps (also called open
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traps) is based on the height of the trap being just at the diameter of an E. coli cell,

therefore the cultures should not be grown over an OD of about 0.2, as the cells get

smaller as they reach the end of exponential phase and may not trap well. However,

the mechanisms of cell trapping in the hallway traps is based on the fact that the

traps are off to the side and have walls, so height is not as critical in trapping the

cells. Therefore, cultures grown for use in hallway traps were grown to an OD of up

to 0.4 (still in exponential growth, but there are more cells to fill all the traps).

While the cells grew, the microfluidic device was warmed to 37◦C then flushed

with 0.1% (v/v) Tween-20 to purge air. Then media and waste syringes were then

prepped. For ‘4-port’ devices with only one media type needed, a 20 ml syringe

was filled with 15-20 ml of LB, 0.075% (v/v) Tween-20, appropriate antibiotics, and

any desired inducers. For ‘DAW’ and ‘dual DAW’ devices, 2 or 4 media syringes

were prepared respectively, using 60 ml syringes with 25 ml of LB, 0.075% (v/v)

Tween-20, appropriate antibiotics, any desired inducers, and different amounts of

dye to identify the media types. Media syringes were attached to the media ports.

Next, 2 to 5 10 mL syringes were filled with sterile water and attached to the waste

ports of the microfluidic device. Once the cultures reached the proper OD, 15 mL

of each culture was spun down at 2000xg for 5 minutes at room temperature. The

supernatant was removed, and the cells were resuspended in 10 mL total of LB with

appropriate antibiotics. This media was pre-warmed to 37◦C. The 10 mL of mixed

cells was seeded into a 10 mL syringe and attached to the microfluidic device.

The heights of the four syringes determine the flow of media through the device.

The waste syringes were at the lowest height, the cell syringe began at a level higher

than the waste but lower than the media to allow for cell loading, then it was lowered

to around the waste syringe height to allow the media to reach the cells. When
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loading cells into the open traps (narrow or extended), cells flowed into the “V” on

the right-hand side of the device and the line was flicked to apply enough pressure

for the cells to go into the trap. They were then stuck in the trap where the height

of 0.95µm was slightly less than the diameter of the cells 1µm. Once the desired

amount of cells was trapped, the cell syringe was lowered to allow media flow to the

cells. The device was then moved to a 60X oil objective for immediate imaging every

6 minutes at phase contrast and at each wavelength fluorescence needed.

For the hallway trap, the loading height of the cell syringe was adjusted to allow

the cells to flow into the traps on their own. It was left at this loading height for 30

minutes to an hour to trap as many cells as possible. This method was the best way to

ensure both strains entered the traps. Afterwards, the cell syringe was again lowered

to allow media flow to the cells. The cells were allowed to grow prior to imaging for

2-4 hours before moving to a 100X oil objective for imaging every 6 minutes at phase

contrast and each fluorescence wavelength needed.

Individual fluorescent images obtained from the microscope Nikon Elements pro-

gram were exported into tiff files for each time and channel (bit depth was conserved

during export, 12-bit). These images were analyzed using custom MATLAB code,

and Ilastik machine learning software was used to identify cells for the strain ratio

analyses. Images and videos were compiled in ImageJ. Wafer molds and the actual

microfluidic devices were made using methods described in Ferry et al., 2011 [28].

A.1.3 Spotting images

For the spotting experiments, overnight cultures of the cyan and yellow strains of

each consortium were mixed in 10% increments from 100% cyan strain to 100% yellow

strain with a total volume of 100µL. Then 1µL of each mixture was spotted onto
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a small (60 mm) petri dish with LB agar, appropriate antibiotics, and inducers as

desired; each spot was on its own plate to prevent interactions between spots. These

plates were incubated for 12 hours at 37◦C and then imaged under bright field, cyan

fluorescence, and yellow fluorescence channels of an upright Nikon microscope with

a 0.5x objective. Individual fluorescence images obtained from the microscope Nikon

Elements program were exported into tiff files, and the cyan and yellow channels were

merged in ImageJ to generate each spot image.

A.1.4 96-Well plate assays

For all experiments carried out in 96-well plates, one of two methods was used. For

single time point data, overnight cultures were diluted 1/1000 into fresh LB with

antibiotics, and 100 µL of the diluted culture was pipetted into each well. The plate

was then grown in a shaker at 37◦C for 2 hours. After 2 hours the cells were induced

as desired by adding 100µL of fresh LB containing appropriate antibiotics and 2X

concentration of inducers into the wells. The plate was grown again in a shaker at

37◦C for 2 hours after which OD and fluorescence measurements were taken using a

plate reader (TECAN Spark). If the cells were not at the desired OD, the cells were

grown for up to another hour and then measurements were taken again in the plate

reader. Single time point data were analyzed in Excel.

For continuous time point measurements of a consortium, overnight cultures of

each strain were diluted 1/200 into fresh LB with antibiotics in a flask (still monocu-

lutre). These cultures were grown in a shaking incubator at 37◦C to an OD of 0.5,

usually about 1.5-2 hours. In the mean time, the media for the 96-well plate was pre-

pared with LB, antibiotics, and 1.1X concentration of desired inducers. An aliquot

of180µL of the media was placed into each well of the 96-well plate. Once the cultures
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reached an OD of 0.5, 20 µL of culture was used to inoculate the wells. For consor-

tia with mixed ratios, the cultures were mixed at desired ratios in microcentrifuge

tubes and then 20µL of the mixed cultures were used to inoculate the appropriate

wells. The plate was then grown in a TECAN Spark plate reader with incubation

and shaking with measurements taken every 10 minutes for up to 10 hours. Data

were exported as an Excel sheet but analyzed with custom MATLAB code.

A.1.5 Confirming strain ratios

To confirm strain ratios of mixed consortia, samples were taken from the wells of the

96-well plates after they reached the desired OD of 1 on the TECAN Spark plate

reader. The cultures were serially diluted to a final dilution of 10−6, and 75µL of

the dilutions were spread onto small (60 mm) LB agar plates with the appropriate

antibiotics. This dilution concentration and plating volume were determined through

multiple tests to be the best for keeping colony counts between 50 and 150 and

allowing the colonies to be spread out enough that they did not interact on the

plate. The plates were grown 16-18 hours at 37◦C and then imaged using the an

upright Nikon fluorescence microscope with a 0.5x objective. Using cyan and yellow

fluorescence images of each plate from the microscope, the number of yellow and cyan

colonies on each plate were counted and used to calculate the measured strain ratios.

A.2 Turbidostat

Felix Ekness and Dr. Chris Takahashi provided information and advice for building

the turbidostat. Dr. Andrew Hirning helped in the adaptation and building of our

modified version of the turbidostat.

The turbidostat used in this project is a modified version of the ‘flexostat’ from
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Takahashi et al. 2015 [64]. The system is an affordable, DIY, mini-bioreactor that

depends on 3D printed parts to hold the culture tube, media pumps, and pinch valves.

Assembly instructions from https://depts.washington.edu/soslab/turbidostat/pmwiki/

were followed with the modifications listed throughout this section. The turbidostat

contains a custom circuit board attached to the culture tube to take OD measure-

ments; we used the ‘OD board’ design and code created by Dr. Chris Takahashi.

We used the same parts for the laser and other components listed on the wiki unless

otherwise noted in this section. The biggest modification we made was to adapt the

system to run off a Raspberry Pi instead of a computer. This arrangement provides

the advantage of being able to run multiple turbidostat set ups in the lab using a Pi

each (about 50 dollars) rather than needing a computer for each set up. However, we

had to create our own version of the ‘main board’ to interface with the Pi instead of

a computer.

Our version of the ‘main board’ was designed on Eagle to communicate between

the ‘OD board’ and the Pi. It connects to the OD board through an ethernet cable

and to the Pi by attaching to the GPIO pins (see Fig. A.1 and Fig. A.2). The main

board also interfaces with the media pump system, which uses affordable servos and

3D printed parts to pump media to the turbidostat culture tube. We used the set up

for the pumps and pinch valves from the turbidostat wiki page except we upgraded

the servos for both pumping and pinch valves to the part number HS-5645MG from

ServoCity to enhance the lifetime. The servos we used are digital and therefore require

slight programming using a DPC-11 programmer. Once programmed, the servos are

controlled by a commercial servo driver circuit board and custom python code on the

Pi detailed later. These servos are the same size as the ones listed on the wiki, so

the same 3D printer files can be used. All 3D printer files for the turbidostat have
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a

b

180 Ohm resistor

terminal block

RJ45 connectors

40 position female connector

Custom Main Board

c

Figure A.1 : Turbidostat main board set up. (a) Main board as it comes from
the manufacturer (SEEED studio) using our schematic. (b) Solder RJ45 connectors
(Spark Fun PRT-00643), terminal block (Digi-key 1844236), and 180 Ohm resistor
(Digi-key CF14JT180R) to the top of the main board. (c) Solder 40-position con-
nector (Digi-key PPTC202LFBN-RC) to the bottom of the main board.
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Figure A.2 : Turbidostat main board circuit diagram. Schematic of main board
made with Eagle. Each pin of the ethernet cords for the OD board and servo driver
connect to the GPIO ports of the Pi through transistors or to the power supply
through the terminal block.
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been saved on the lab’s Makerbot. The pinch valve parts work best when the the

pinch valve servo holder (or ‘pinch valve body’) is printed at 103% and the end clips

printed at 105%, likely due to differential shrinkage of the filament we use. The laser

cut parts for the pump system were cut using the SEA laser cutter. We used the

same power supply listed on the wiki, but also used it to power the Pi to ensure a

common ground for the entire system.

We modified the 3D printer file for the chamber that holds the culture tube for two

reasons. First to fit our glass tubes properly, and second to better fit the filters and

LEDs for fluorescence testing. Unfortunately, fluorescence measurements were never

bright enough to be accurately measured using the built-in light sensors. Instead,

cells can be sampled from the effluent and fluorescence measured in other methods

described later. We used the ‘molded’ stopper from the wiki page for the culture

tube top, but we used pre-cut stainless steel tubing from McMaster to prevent the

rusting that occurred when we cut the tubing ourselves. The exact length of the

tubes doesn’t matter since the length above the stopper is not limited, the important

part is that the two short tubes do not reach the media in the tube, but the longer

tube can reach the top of the 15 ml culture.

A.2.1 Set-up instructions for turbidostat

The final assembly of our turbidostat differs due to the variations when using a Pi,

and our system is not set up to run multiple turbidostats at once. To set up another

turbidostat, follow these instructions. Firstly, make sure all 3D printed parts are

properly tapped, then assemble the chamber according to the instructions on the

wiki. The only modification in this process is that we ordered circular glass coverslips

so we would not have to cut glass coverslips and risk having cracks (Thermo 12CIR-
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1). The coverslip reflects about 10% of the light from the laser to the light sensor on

the ‘OD board’ that comes before the culture tube (‘reflected’) this accounts for any

variations in the light intensity of the laser when calculating the amount absorbed by

the culture to determine OD. The rest of the light from the laser goes through the

culture to the other light sensor on the OD board (‘pass through’). The data from

both light sensors is used to calculate the OD of the culture (see code). Once the

colverslip glue is dried, attach the OD board to the chamber and use screws to keep

in place. The light sensors should sit in holes in the chamber. Then connect the laser

to the pins that power it on the OD board and place it in the tunnel on the side of

the chamber. We modified the chamber to include set screws to aim the laser through

to the light sensor and keep it in place (see Fig. A.3).

Before assembling the media pump and pinch valves, program the servos according

to Fig. A.4. After programming the servos, assemble the pump and pinch valve

system based on the instructions on the wiki and the diagrams in Fig. A.5 or Fig. A.6

depending on whether there are one or two media types. The main difference from

the wiki is that we are using a servo driver (Adafruit 16-Channel 12-bit PWM/Servo

Driver - I2C interface (PCA9685)) to run the system (see Fig. A.7). Next connect the

main board to the Pi as shown in Fig. A.8; the main board does not need any code

pre-loaded onto it. Next use the ethernet cords to connect the proper ports on the

main board to the OD board and the pump system. Once all electronic components

are connected, then connect them to the power supply (see Fig. A.9). The power

supply should not be plugged in during this process.

When all connections are made, plug in the power supply and turn on the Pi.

Since the Pi is also powered through the power supply, make sure to shut down the

Pi before turning off the power supply. Python needs to be downloaded on the Pi to
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laser set screws

OD board

stepper motor

3D printed chamber

3D printed magnet holder (with magnets inside)

laser wires (laser within 3D printed chamber)

connection to main board

Figure A.3 : Turbidostat chamber. The chamber is 3D printed, and the OD
board is from SEEED Studio using files on the turbidostat wiki. Attach a 2 position
connection housing to the wires of the laser (Digi-key VLM-650-03 LPA) and connect
it to the pins on the OD board. The laser sits in a tunnel on the side of the chamber,
and set screws keep it in proper alignment. An ethernet cord plugs into the port on
the OD board to connects to the port on the main board. The stepper motor holds
a glued 3D printed magnet holder with two magnets (assemble based on instructions
on the wiki).
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Figure A.4 : Program servos for media pump system. Follow the instructions
for the HS-5645MG servo and DPC-11 programmer manuals to begin programming.
Once at the programming window, the only programming that is needed is the ‘LEFT
or RIGHT’ and ‘CENTER’ under the EPA panel. This sets the limits of the servo.
Mark a line on the white plastic attachment (that will be later removed) as shown
in the picture to help visualize its movement. Slide the slider to the left and click
the ‘LEFT or RIGHT’ button if the line points left, then slide the slider to the right
and click the ‘LEFT or RIGHT’ button if the line points right, and lastly slide the
slider to the center and click the ‘CENTER’ button if the line points up again. After
programming the servos, set up the attachments for the syringe pump or pinch valve
based on the wiki.
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Media pump set up for one media type (one carboy)

servo driver

solenoid pinch valveservo syringe pump solenoid power supply connection

servo pinch valve

servos

valve clip

Figure A.5 : Media pump layout for one media type. For a single media type,
two servos are needed: one set up as a syringe pump and one set up as a pinch valve.
One solenoid pinch valve is also needed (from wiki). The servos plug into the servo
driver and the solenoid connects to the power source through the ethernet cable wires
(explained in Fig. A.7). All components are attached to a (clear) acrylic board.
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Media pump set up for two media types (two carboys)

servo syringe
pump set ups

servo driver

servo 
pinch valve

solenoid pinch valve
connection to main board

solenoid 
pinch valve

Figure A.6 : Media pump layout for two media types. For a two media types,
three servos are needed: two set up as syringe pumps and one set up as a pinch
valve. Two solenoid pinch valves ares also needed (from wiki). The servos plug into
the servo driver and the solenoids connects to the power source through the ethernet
cable wires (explained in Fig. A.7). All components are attached to a (clear) acrylic
board.
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connects to
power supply

connect to main board and Pi
through ethernet cable cords

(see below)

connections for servos

capacitor

a

b
ethernet cord for one media ethernet cord for two media types

unused wires

solenoid connection

I2C servo driver
board connection

ethernet cord for one media

two solenoid
connections

I2C servo driver
board connection

Figure A.7 : Servo driver setup. (a) The I2C servo driver (PCA9685) needs com-
ponents attached: a capacitor (Digikey 1189-1424-ND), a connector housing (Digi-key
1844210), and connector pins (Digi-key 9-146280-0). To connect to the power supply,
add connector (Digi-key 1840366) to one end of wires and connect the other end to
the power supply. (b) One end of an ethernet cord plugs into the main board. The
opposite end connects to components of the pump system. For one media type (left),
we added specific connectors to the wires of the ethernet cable. The striped green
and solid green wires have a connector (Digi-key 0701070001) that plugs into the con-
nector on the solenoid (Dig-key 0050579402). The striped orange, solid orange, and
solid blue wires have a standard 3 position housing that connects to the SCl, SDA,
and VCC pins on the servo driver board. The striped brown, solid brown, and striped
blue wires are unused and covered in electrical tape. Due to the additional solenoid in
the two media system, we adjusted the connections to go through a small breadboard.
For this setup (right), solder an RJ45 connector (Spark Fun PRT-00643) to an RJ45
breakout board (Spark Fun BOB-00716), and solder to a small breadboard. Connect
pin headers to the connections on the breadboard, standard 2 position housings to
each solenoid, and a 3 position housings to both ends of 3 jump cables. The housing
on the solenoid cables attach to the 2-pin sets on the breadboard. The 3 jump cables
attach to the 3-pin set on the breadboard and two the SCl, SDA, and VCC pins on
the servo driver board.
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b

Raspberry Pi

Raspberry Pi

Main Board

Main Board

Main Board + Raspberry Pi

Power Supply

Cooling Fan

Power switch

Figure A.8 : Main board connection to Pi. (a) Attach the Pi and main board by
connecting the GPIO pins on the Pi to the 40 position housing on the main board.
Standoffs and screws can help stabilize the spacing between the two. (b) Mount the
Pi/main board, cooling fan, power supply, and control switch to a board of MDF (or
other sturdy board).
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Connection to power:
-solenoid pinch valves

common ground 
connctions

+12V115V AC input through switch +5V
Connection to power:
-main board
-servo driver board
-cooling fan

Figure A.9 : Power supply connections. Connect all components to the proper
ports on the power supply. All ground is common. 5V, 12V, and ground connect
through the main board to all the components. The Pi and all components except
the solenoid pinch valves run on 5V. The solenoids run on 12V.
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run the code along with the Python package for the servo driver, PCA9685. The code

to run the whole system (detailed later) was adapted from the code for the original

‘flexostat’ but modified to be compatible with our changes and to be all in one file

rather then multiple directories.

Once all components are properly functioning, then prepare the autoclavable

parts. For the media, we used plastic autoclavable carboys with a spigot for the

media and caps with special connections. Connect proper tubing to the cap and

spigot based on the diagram in Fig. A.10. If using LB that will be prepared in the

mediaclave, then include the mediaclave filling attachment. If using minimal media

then do no include the mediaclave attachment, but make sure to autoclave a large

graduated cylinder for preparing the media in later. If using two media types then

prepare two carboys. Next prepare the media pump tubing (Fig. A.11) and culture

tube with stopper (Fig. A.12). Make sure to prepare a couple spare media pump

tubing sets and culture tubes in case of contamination or to run multiple experiments

off the same media. Place the media pump tubing in a beaker when autoclaving to

keep contained and sterile afterwards. Also autoclave spare pieces of foil in a beaker

to cover tubing in the process. Once all the parts are prepared, autoclave them using

a vacuum cycle, but do not include media in the carboys while autoclaving.

After the carboys finish the autoclave cycle and cool down, then media can be

added to them. If using LB, prepare the LB in the mediaclave and pump directly

into the carboy using the attachment and the mediaclave protocol. Add antibiotics,

inducers, and 0.075% filter-sterilized Tween 20 (to prevent biofilm) to the media in

the mediaclave after it’s finished autoclaving but before pumping out to the carboy.

Prepare a minimum of 3L of media (usually sufficient) and up to 5L (max of the

carboy). Make sure to clamp the tubing connected to the spigot before filling to
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luer adaptors to connect 1/4” carboy tubing 
to 1/16” media pump tubing

carboy cap for LB media 
prepared with mediaclave:
needs larger air filter and 
mediaclave attachment

spigot with 
1/4” barb

carboy cap for minimal 
media (not using mediaclave):

needs smaller air filter only

5L carboy

cap with inserts

Figure A.10 : Media carboy setup. Plastic autoclavable carboys (VWR 89170-
782) with the cap (VWR 89170-846 and 89170-830) and 1/4 inch spigot attachment
(VWR 89176-926). Attach 1/4” tubing to the spigot on the carboy and add adapters
to switch between 1/4” and 1/16” tubing (Nordson MTLL360-1 and FTL210-6005)
on the other end of the tubing. Connect a short piece of 1/4” tubing to the cap
attachment on one end and to a filter on the other end. If using the mediaclave
for making and pumping in LB, a large autoclavable filter is needed (Pall 4251)
to allow faster air flow out of the carboy while media is being pumped, and the
mediaclave attachment (Integra 136 035) should be connected to the cap. If not using
the mediaclave then only a small autoclavable filter (VWR 28145-487) is needed to
allow air into the carboy while pumping media. The small filter will need adapters
(MTLL230-6005 and FTLL360-1) to 1/8” tubing that fits the small air filter. Cover
all ends with foil prior to autoclaving.
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Y connector for 1/16" ID tubingleur connection for syringes all tubing: 1/16" ID

Media pump tubing set up for one media type (one carboy)

Media pump tubing set up two media types (two carboys)

Figure A.11 : Media pump tubing layout. Media pump tubing for one (top)
or two (bottom) media types. Rulers are for scale but test tubing length in final
assembly and adjust as needed. 1/16” tubing, luer adapter (Nordson FTL210-6005),
and Y connector (Nordson Y210-6005) are used in both set ups. Cover all ends with
foil prior to autoclaving.
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media inflow

air filter for air pump connection

waste outflow

stir bar

Figure A.12 : Culture tube stopper. Create molded stopper as detailed on wiki.
Add stopper to culture tube, making sure to include the stir bar in the tube (VWR
58949-006). Attach 1/16” tubing to middle, long stopper tube - long enough to
connect to waste carboy in final assembly. Connect short 1/16” tubing to 1/8” tub-
ing using adapters (Nordson FTL210-6005 and MTLL230-6005) and connect small
autoclavable air filter (VWR 28145-487) - attach to one of the short tubes in the
stopper. Leave the other short tube empty for now. Cover all ends with foil prior to
autoclaving.
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prevent media spilling out. If using minimal media, prepare and sterilize all solutions

then use the autoclaved graduated cylinder to measure out the solutions and pour

in to the carboy by removing the cap and following aseptic technique to prevent

contamination. Add all solutions (including antibiotics, inducers, and 0.075% filter-

sterilized Tween 20) first and then water last to mix it all thoroughly. Make sure to

clamp the tubing connected to the spigot before filling to prevent media spilling out.

Once the media is prepared place the carboy(s) on top of the incubator.

Next, place the autoclaved culture tube into the chamber in the incubator. Adjust

the middle, long (waste) tubing so that the bottom of the tube reaches the top of

a liquid level of about 15ml by filling another tube with 15ml and comparing the

level; it does not have to be perfect. Keep pressure on the stopper in the process of

adjusting the tubing height so it does not come out; if the seal from autoclaving is

broken, not only is there a risk of contamination, but the stopper may not stay on

when the air pump is connected later. Connect the filter to the air pump and the

waste tube to the waste carboy (Fig. A.13). Use a smaller autoclavable carboy but

without a spigot for waste collection (Fig. A.14). The waste cap is the standard cap

that comes with the carboy but with a hole drilled to fit the tubing connector and

another small hole for air. The waste carboy does not need to be sterile, but should

be cleaned and bleached at the end of experiments or when full. It can be autoclaved

occasionally to keep it clean. The adapter should be sprayed well with ethanol before

connecting the waste tubing to prevent contamination of the effluent - this would not

affect the culture in the chamber since there is always positive pressure out of the

waste line from the air pump, but is important to keep relatively sterile if sampling

and testing the effluent. Next connect the media pump tubing to the syringes (see

Fig. A.15 and Fig. A.16), through the pinch valves and connect the proper ends to
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the culture tube and the tubing from the carboy (see Fig. A.13).

Once all the tubing is connected, unclamp the carboy tubing; the media will not

flow out because the tubing is pinched at the pump system. To quickly fill the larger

carboy tubing with media and remove major bubble (small bubbles are okay), get

a beaker and with aseptic technique disconnect the carboy tubing from the media

pump tubing allowing the media to flow into the tubing. Once the tubing is filled

and major air bubbles gone, then reconnect the tubes. Do this for both carboys if

using two media types. To fill the smaller media pump tubing, the syringes, and the

culture tube with media use the ‘fill’ code (detailed below). If using two media types

start with the media that will not be used in the beginning of the experiment. Run

the code enough times to fill the syringe completely and remove major air bubbles

from the tubing; a bubble may stay at the top of the syringe and that’s fine as long

as it is not being pumped out. If only using one media then continue pumping the

media until the level reaches the tip of the waste tube, make sure that air pump is

on and connected, and therefore extra media pumped in goes to the waste carboy.

If using two media types and carboys, then stop the fill code once the syringe and

tubing are filled and clear of major bubbles, then switch to the media that will used

at the beginning of the experiment and repeat the process. Once the syringe and

tubing are filled and clear of major bubbles then keep pumping the media to flush

out the other media from the culture tube to the waste (about 20 rounds once the

tube is filled is enough). The turbidostat fill code is depicted below:

# turbidostat fill program for setting up 1 or 2 media types

# Razan Alnahhas pdated 4-11-2018

## import required packages

import PCA9685
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carboy above incubator

waste tubing connected to waste carboy

pump tubing connected to culture tube

carboy tubing connected to media pump tubing

air filter connected to air pump

Figure A.13 : Full turbidostat assembly. Place the culture tube and waste carboy
on a lower rack in the incubator. Place the media pump system and air pump on
the top rack in the incubator. Make sure to use racks with openings for tubing and
wire connections. Place the media carboy on top of the incubator (Can be covered
with foil if inducers or antibiotics are light sensitive). The Pi and power supply setup
stays outside the incubator, and the ethernet cables pass through the opening in the
incubator.
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carboy without spigot

connector for waste tubing from culture tube

hole to prevent vacuum

Figure A.14 : Waste carboy. A smaller version of the autoclave carboy without
a spigot (VWR 89199-166) is used for waste collection. The standard cap it comes
with is used with a small hole drilled for air and a larger hole drilled to connect to
the waste tubing adapter (McMaster 5153K17).
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Pump and tubing set up for one media type

longer tubing - connects down to culture tube shorter tubing - connects to media carboy tubing

Figure A.15 : Media pump with tubing for one media type. Connect syringe
(Air-Tite AL3) to the luer attachment on the media pump tubing. Place syringe
in holder (secure with top not shown in image) and run tubing through appropriate
pinch valves.
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Pump and tubing set up for two media types

tubing that connects
 through Y junction

to longer 
tubing - connects 

to culture tube 

shorter tubing - 
connect to media 

carboy tubing

Figure A.16 : Media pump with tubing for two media types. Connect syringes
(Air-Tite AL3) to the luer attachments on the media pump tubing. Place syringes
in holder (secure with tops not shown in image) and run tubing through appropriate
pinch valves.
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import time

import math

import RPi.GPIO as GPIO

## Set up GPIO communication channels on the Pi

GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BCM)

GPIO.setup(27 , GPIO.OUT) #solenoid 1

GPIO.setup(17 , GPIO.OUT) #solenoid 2 - only need one solenoid if

only using one media type

GPIO.setup(26 , GPIO.OUT) #laser

## Set up connections on servo driver

pwm = PCA9685.PCA9685 () # initilize servo driver

pwm.set_pwm_freq(60) # Set frequency

pwm.set_pwm(0, 0, 400) # close servo pinch valve "12:00"

pwm.set_pwm(1, 0, 200) # sets servo pump1 to ’empty ’

pwm.set_pwm(2, 0, 200) # sets ervo pump2 to ’empty ’

# back pump set - ONLY run one at a time - runs one loop as is -

change 2 in order to increase

number of loops

for ind in range(1,2):

GPIO.output(27 , GPIO.HIGH) # open solenoid1 pinch valve

time.sleep(2)

pwm.set_pwm(1, 0, 350) # pull in volume - pump1 (servo connected

to position 1 on driver board)

time.sleep(4)

GPIO.output(27 , GPIO.LOW) # close solenoid1 pinch valve
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time.sleep(2)

pwm.set_pwm(0, 0, 320) # changes servo pinch valve to "1:30"

position to unpinch tubing to

culture tube (servo connected

to position 0 on driver board)

time.sleep(2)

pwm.set_pwm(1, 0, 200) # pushes media out - pump1

time.sleep(4)

pwm.set_pwm(0, 0, 400) # changes servo pinch valve1 to closed

position (servo connected to

position 0 on driver board)

time.sleep(2)

# front pump set - ONLY run one at a time - runs one loop as is -

change 2 in order to increase

number of loops

for ind in range(1,2):

GPIO.output(17 , GPIO.HIGH) # open solenoid2 pinch valve

time.sleep(2)

pwm.set_pwm(2, 0, 300) # pull in volume - pump2 (servo connected

to position 2 on driver board)

time.sleep(4)

GPIO.output(17 , GPIO.LOW) # close solenoid2 pinch valve

time.sleep(2)

pwm.set_pwm(0, 0, 465) # changes servo pinch valve to "11:30"

position to unpinch tubing to

culture tube (servo connected

to position 0 on driver board)

time.sleep(2)

pwm.set_pwm(2, 0, 200) # pushes media out - pump2
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time.sleep(4)

pwm.set_pwm(0, 0, 390) # changes servo pinch valve2 to closed

position (servo connected to

position 0 on driver board)

time.sleep(2)

GPIO.cleanup () #resets GPIO set up

Once the culture tube is properly filled with media, start the actual code to run the

program. Make sure to start the program before inoculating because it uses the initial

measurement as a blank. Before running the program, set the desired OD and media

type if using two types. The OD on the turbidostat will be slightly higher than the

OD from a spectrometer due to the higher path length, so perform a calibration curve

to determine what OD to set the in the program (see Fig. A.17a). Start the run code

(detailed below) and let it take initial measurements and blank. Once it has blanked

all subsequent readings should stay near zero (fluctuations in the third decimal point

is just noise and okay, it may even report a negative number). Let the code run a few

minutes before inoculating to make sure the readings stay near zero and to allow the

incubator to warm back up to the proper temperature after being open during the set

up process. To inoculate, do not remove the stopper. Instead take a small (1-3ml)

syringe with a sharp stub long enough to get through the stopper (BD 305194) and use

that to take up about 100-200µl of culture. If inoculating with two strains, mix the

strains then take up 100-200µl of the mixed culture. Then pierce the stopper with the

needle and push the culture into the tube to inoculate. When removing the syringe,

remember to hold down the stopper to prevent it from coming off the tube. The

hole from the syringe is small enough that it will be sealed immediately, and stoppers
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Figure A.17 : Turbidostat growth curve and assembly. (a) Graphs showing
the correlation between the OD read by the turbidostat to OD 600nm measurements
taken on a spectrophotometer with a 1mm cuvette. The culture was JS006ALT cells
grown in the turbidstat with samples from the effluent taken and measured on the
spectrophotometer. (b) The data from JS006ALT cells growing in the turbidostat
over time. Data from the text file saved by the python program was imported to
excel and the OD plotted versus time. The OD overshoots initially as often seen in
control mechanisms. Otherwise the OD remains within plus or minus about 0.1 from
the set OD of 0.4. The initial jump from 0 to about 0.15 is from the inoculation.

can be reused multiple times. This inoculation is about a 1/100 dilution and should

give an OD of about 0.1 on the first reading after inoculation. The turbidostat will

continue running the code. The code is set to measure OD every minute, calculate

how far off the desired OD that is, then pump the appropriate volume of media to

keep the culture at the desired OD. To prevent drying, there is a minimum dilution

when the culture has not yet reached the desired OD. Because of this dilution, the

cells may take longer than usual to reach the desired OD. Like most control systems,

the OD may overshoot a little before settling on the desired OD (see Fig. A.17b). The

code reads out information including time, OD, and dilution to monitor the system

and writes the same data to a text file. The turbidostat run code is depicted below:

# turbidostat program V7

# Razan Alnahhas and Andrew Hirning

# Jan 15, 2019

# Reads setOD and media from pref file
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## import required packages

import struct

import serial

import math

import time

import io

import RPi.GPIO as GPIO

import PCA9685

## Preferences

#setOD = 0.6 # set desired OD here if you don’t need to change it,

other wise call it from prefernces

text document (below)

pGain = 3000 # proportional gain from original paper

zGain = 50 # z gain from original paper

minDil = 200 # minimum dilution rate

maxDil = 1000 # maximum dilution rate

#switch_time = 48600 #if you want media to switch at a set time ,

then record here , otherwise you

can change it manually as desired

from prefernces text document (

below)

#switch_back = 86400

## Set up GPIO communication channels on the Pi

GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BCM)

GPIO.setup(27 , GPIO.OUT) #solenoid 1
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GPIO.setup(17 , GPIO.OUT) #solenoid 2 - only need one solenoid if

only using one media type

GPIO.setup(26 , GPIO.OUT) #laser

## Set up connections on servo driver

pwm = PCA9685.PCA9685 () # initilize servo driver

pwm.set_pwm_freq(60) # Set frequency

pwm.set_pwm(0, 0, 400) # close servo pinch valve "12:00"

pwm.set_pwm(1, 0, 200) # sets servo pump1 to ’empty ’

pwm.set_pwm(2, 0, 200) # sets ervo pump2 to ’empty ’

PRE_READ = 15 # unused reads before blanking in case of laser

warming up

PRE_POLL_INTERVAL = 2 # wait 2 seconds between each read in the pre -

read

POLL_INT = 40 # wait time between reads and diltuion (effecitvely 1

min with the 20s pumping takes)

data = open(’data.txt’,’w’) #open data file

ser = serial.Serial(’/dev/serial0 ’,19200 ,timeout = 5) # start serial

connection to OD board

#define command for reading the light sensor

def read_lf(serial):

ser.write(b’\x00’)
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reflected , pass_thru = struct.unpack(’II’, ser.read(8))

print(’reflected: %s; pass_thru: %s’ % (reflected , pass_thru)) #

prints values from relfected

and pass thru light sensors to

shell

return float(reflected), float(pass_thru) #returns relfected and

pass thru values

#define command for caluclating OD from relfected and pass thru

def calc_od(reflected , pass_thru , blank):

ratio = pass_thru / reflected #OD based on ratio of pass thru

and reflected

print(’ratio: %s’ % ratio)

return math.log10(blank / ratio) #OD normalized to blank value

taken at beginning of main

code

# determine dilution value based of set OD and caluclated OD

def controller(currOD ,setOD ,zGain ,pGain ,maxDil ,minDil ,z):

error = currOD - setOD

z = z + zGain*error #z takes into account how long the OD has

been over set OD in order to

determine the dilution volume

if z > maxDil:

z = maxDil

elif z < 0.0:

z = 0.0 #z stays zero until OD reaches set OD
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scalar = z + pGain*error #scalar is he calculated dilution

volume

if scalar > maxDil:

scalar = maxDil #cannot dilute by more than the max

dilution set in

preference

elif scalar < minDil:

scalar = minDil #cannot dilute by less than the min

dilution set in

preference

return scalar , z #returns dilution volume(scalar) and z value

#send command to pump servo driver setup to pump in dilution media

volume calculated

def pump(volume):

#front pump for two media types , or only pump for one media type

pulse = 0.168*volume + 212.5 # equation for how much to move

servos to pump desired volume

- determined by measuring

volume output by syringe at

different servo settings

GPIO.output(17 , GPIO.HIGH) # open solenoid pinch valve

time.sleep(2)

pwm.set_pwm(2, 0, int(pulse)) # pull in volume

time.sleep(4)
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GPIO.output(17 , GPIO.LOW) # close solenoid pinch valve

time.sleep(2)

pwm.set_pwm(0, 0, 465) # changes servo pinch valve to "11:30"

position to unpinch tubing to

culture tube

time.sleep(2)

pwm.set_pwm(2, 0, 200) # pushes media out

time.sleep(4)

pwm.set_pwm(0, 0, 390) # changes servo pinch valve to closed "12

:00" position

media = 1 #saves that media 1 was pumped

return media #returns the type of media pumped

#send command to pump servo driver setup to pump in dilution media

volume calculated

def pump2(volume):

#back pump only used for two media types

pulse = 0.168*volume + 212.5

GPIO.output(27 , GPIO.HIGH) # open solenoid pinch valve

time.sleep(2)

pwm.set_pwm(1, 0, int(pulse)) # pull in volume

time.sleep(4)

GPIO.output(27 , GPIO.LOW) # close solenoid pinch valve

time.sleep(2)

pwm.set_pwm(0, 0, 320) # changes servo pinch valve to "1:30"

position to unpinch tubing to
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culture tube

time.sleep(2)

pwm.set_pwm(1, 0, 200) # pushes media out

time.sleep(4)

pwm.set_pwm(0, 0, 400) # changes servo pinch valve to closed "12

:00" position

time.sleep(2)

media = 2 #saves that media 2 was pumped

return media #returns the type of media pumped

# main code portion

start_time = time.time() #starts recording time

GPIO.output(26 , GPIO.HIGH) #turn on laser

try:

# connects to OD board and takes initial readings

ser.flushInput ()

for _ in range(PRE_READ):

reflected , pass_thru = read_lf(ser)

time.sleep(PRE_POLL_INTERVAL)

# records first reading after pre -read as blank

blank_reflected , blank_pass_thru = read_lf(ser)

blank = blank_pass_thru / blank_reflected

print(’blank ratio is: %s’ % blank) #prints blank ratio to shell

data.write(’Blank ratio is {0:.4f}\n’.format(blank)) #writes
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blank ratio to data file

data.write(’Time OD Volume Z Media\n’) #writes header for data

file

z = 0 #start z as 0

#run code until ended by user

while True:

#only use next 2 lines if using prefernece text file for set OD

and media switching

with open(’pref.txt’) as infile:

setOD , med = map(float , infile.read().split()) #reads OD

and media type from

preferences file - can

be edited and will be

updtaed on next loop

data = open(’data.txt’,’a’) #open data file

elap_time = time.time() - start_time #record current time

reflected , pass_thru = read_lf(ser)

od = calc_od(reflected , pass_thru , blank)

print(’current time: %s; setOD: %s; OD: %s’ % (’{0:.2f}’.

format(elap_time),’{0:.4f}

’.format(setOD),’{0:.4f}’.

format(od))) #print OD to

shell

scalar , z = controller(od , setOD , zGain , pGain , maxDil ,

minDil ,z) #calculate pump

volume from listed
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variables

#determine which media to use based on preferneces file - if

using set times , use second option

instead

if med==1:

media = pump(scalar) #use media 1 from diltuion

else:

media = pump2(scalar) #use media 2 from dilution

#if using set times to switch media use commented code below:

# if elap_time <= switch_time:

# media = pump(scalar) #media 1 before media switching

time

# elif elap_time >switch_time and elap_time <= switch_back:

# media = pump2(scalar) #switch to media 2

# else:

# media = pump(scalar) #return to media 1 after switch

back time

print(’Dilution: %s Media: %s’ % (’{0:.2f}’.format(scalar),’

{0:.1f}’.format(media)))

#print the dilution and

media type used in shell

# write all the data to the text file

data.write(’{0:.2f}’.format(elap_time) + ’ {0:.4f}’.format(

setOD) +’ {0:.4f}’.format(

od) + ’ {0:.4f}’.format(

scalar) + ’ {0:.4f}’.
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format(z) + ’ {0:.1f}\n’.

format(media))

data.close()

time.sleep(POLL_INT) #wait to take next sample

# to stop code , ctrl+C - saves final OD

except KeyboardInterrupt:

data = open(’data.txt’,’a’)

reflected , pass_thru = read_lf(ser)

od = calc_od(reflected , pass_thru , blank)

print(’current time: %s; OD: %s’ % (

’{0:.2f}’.format(time.time() - start_time),

’{0:.4f}’.format(od)

))

data.write(’{0:.2f}’.format(time.time() - start_time) + ’ {0:.4f

}’.format(od))

data.close ()

print("Goodbye")

finally:

ser.close() #stops serial communication

data.close () # closes data file

GPIO.cleanup () #resets GPIO set up

A.2.2 Sampling turbidostat effluent

To take desired measurements from the culture, disconnect the waste tube from the

waste carboy and place in the desired collection tube. When the media is next pumped
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into the tube, roughly the same volume of effluent will come out of the waste. If more

volume is needed, collect over as many pump cycles needed to get that volume. The

effluent can be measured on a flow cytometer or plate reader (which need at least

200µl of culture) or imaged on an agar pad. To image on an agar pad, only 1µl of

culture is needed. Pipette 1µl of the effluent onto a glass coverslip and cover with

an agar pad. For imaging only (not growing the cells) the agar pad can be made

out of agarose and PBS. Make the agar pads a few days ahead of time and store at

4C (this allows them to dry a bit and reduces the movement of the cells making it

easier to image). Include antibiotics in the agar pad to prevent contamination and use

them longer. Then image the agar pad on an inverted fluorescence microscope; taking

multiple images in different areas will help get a better representation of the data.

The overall number of cells may not be a precise measurement, but the fluorescence

intensity can be measured and the ratio of strains should be reliable.

When the experiment is done, stop the code. The data will automatically be saved

in a text file; make sure to rename the file so it is not over-written when the code is

run again. Shut off the Pi before turning off the power supply. All components can

be cleaned with ethanol or bleach, autoclaved, and reused except for the syringes.

A.3 Modeling for: Spatiotemporal dynamics of synthetic mi-

crobial consortia in microfluidic devices

This section is adapted with permission from the Supplementary Material of the

publication: Razan N. Alnahhas, James J. Winkle, Andrew J. Hirning, Bhargav

Karamched, William Ott, Krešimir Josić, and Matthew R. Bennett. ACS Synthetic

Biology. 2019 8 (9), 2051-2058. [31]. Copyright (2019) American Chemical Society.
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A.3.1 Strain Bands, Cell Seeding, and Interface Simulation Model

This subsection was work done by James J. Winkle.

To characterize the expected number of strain bands in experiments that used

the open-walled microfluidic device, we created a sequential coin-flipping model for

the initial seed strain type and placement of cells. Our goal was to create as sim-

ple a model as possible that captured the correlation between the number of cells

seeded in an experiment and the number of resulting strain bands. We also devel-

oped a strain-interface simulation model where each interface from the coin-flipping

model performed a random walk at a fixed rate in order to capture the strain ratio

fluctuations observed in experiments. Details of the models follow below.

Seed cell and band formation modeling

To simulate loading of cells in the trap, our model flips a fair coin to choose one of

two strains and places the seed cell along the centerline, where we assume a one-

dimensional reduction of the initial seed positions in the trap. After cell loading,

we assume initial seed cells grow symmetrically until making contact with another

growing seed cell colony; at which time, if the two colonies are of different strain

types, the merged colony forms a strainA-strainB interface. The colonies in this way

continue to expand (possibly forming other interfaces with other single or merged

colonies) until the trap fills (details of the strain-interface simulation algorithm for

trap filling is given below). We also assume that a full trap results in vertical, single

cell-width columns, where the identity of each column is of strain type ‘A’ or ‘B’ (in the

experimental data these were sender or receiver cells) and that each column is derived

directly from an initial seed cell colony. Cells are thus modeled as being initialized

along the centerline of the trap and then being grown laterally and uniformly until
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the trap consists completely of side-by-side columns. Our model is reductive and does

not capture the full complexity of the two-dimensional trap geometry and dynamics

of trap filling (for example, seed cells will not always be located near the centerline

of the trap and complex hydrodynamic effects can lead to shifting of cells bands

during trap filling). However, we used our model in Fig. 3.13, which shows good

agreement between the number of seeded cells and the initial number of bands formed

as measured in the experiments.

In this model, we are interested in the expected number of bands of cells vs. the

number of cells seeded, where a band is a contiguous group of columns, all of the

same strain type. The number of initial bands in an experiment is determined by

the number of strainA-strainB interfaces that form during the colonies’ expansion

phase after cell seeding. In our model, the number of bands is determined by the

number of transitions from one strain type to the other (’A’ to ’B’ or vice versa) in

the initial coin-flipping initialization of seed cells. Since our model restricts cells to

grow uniformly and laterally, no additional bands are generated after seeding in our

one-dimensional reduction (but the width of each band increases uniformly for each

band to model cell proliferation up to trap filling).

Let n be the number of seed cells (seeded with equal probability 0.5 of each strain

type) and let b represent the number of resulting bands. The probability distribution

of bands b as a function of seed cell count n follows a binomial distribution with the

inclusion of one initial success trial. Here, a “success” is defined as the creation of an

additional cell band upon seeding an additional cell (a “trial”) and results from a trial

where the strain type changes from that of the previous trial. To account for the first

seed cell forming the first band, we begin with one success with the first trial. The

number of Bernoulli trials is then n − 1 after the initial strain is placed to form the
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first band and the probability of the next success is p = 0.5 (unbiased probability for

each strain) for each successive trial. Our modified binomial distribution of resulting

bands for n ≥ 1 trials (seed cells) is then:

Pr(b, n, 0.5) =


0, for b = 0;(
n−1
b−1

)
· (0.5)n−1, for b = 1, 2, ..., n.

(A.1)

The expectation and variance of the number of bands is:

E[b] =
n+ 1

2
var(b) =

n− 1

4
. (A.2)

InFig. 3.13, we used a range of ±3 standard deviations from the mean of this distri-

bution for each number of initial seed cells to compare to the experimentally reported

band count.

Strain-interface simulations to model strain ratio dynamics

Using the above cell seeding construction, we wanted to investigate the dynamics of

strain fraction fluctuations by extending the model to include a birth/death spatial

invasion process at the interfaces of the bands. The fraction of one strain in the

population in experiments is computed by pixel counts of a fluorescent image (e.g.,

yfp) relative to the total pixel count of the entire image within the trap boundary.

Strain fraction is, however, spatially correlated since bacteria grow axially and tend

to form columns of the same strain lineage as cells proliferate (see further discussion

of this assumption below). As above, our model assumes a one-dimensional reduction

of the bacterial population such that an idealized column of cells is then represented

by a single cell along the centerline of the trap.

In the Chapter 3, we report a correlation between the measured temporal in-

stability of the population fraction of one of the strains (measured using the strain
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fraction range over the experiment) and the number of initial strain bands formed.

We wanted to use our model to investigate invasion rates across the band interfaces

to see if this could account for the measured temporal variation and correlation with

the initial number of bands. Thus, we extended our model to include a birth/death

process at the strain band interfaces such that at a fixed rate and for all interfaces, one

band (chosen with equal probability) of each interface grew by a Poisson-distributed

number of cells and deleted an equivalent number of cells from the other band, thus

keeping the total cell count constant. We thus performed a random walk (using a

mean 1 Poisson-distributed step size) of each interface position; this generated a time

series for the resulting strain fraction from which we measured the resulting strain

fraction range over a single simulation and computed its mean and standard devia-

tion over 10,000 simulation runs. In some cases a band would become extinct, which

resulted in combining the two adjacent bands and in reducing the total band count

by two (if in the bulk) or by one (if on the edge). If the population then became fixed

by one strain of the population, the simulation run was terminated.

In order to keep our model as simple as possible and to avoid over-fitting, we used

a single rate parameter to fit our model to the experimental strain fraction range data

reported in Chapter 3. We defined a rate parameter X that represents the number of

interaction events per interface per experimental hour. We found that setting X = 4

gave good trend agreement between simulations and experiments (see Fig. 3.11) and

we set this parameter by matching the mean strain ratio range for the smallest size

trap. This parameter is meant to capture stochastic interactions between cells that

occur in the course of an experiment that lead to changes in strain composition in a

local area of the trap (further discussion given below). We believe this parameter is

physically grounded since cell division time in exponential phase and in rich media
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of the experiments is ≈ 20− 30 minutes. Thus, at a thirty minute division time, for

example, we expect (on average) 2 division events each experimental hour for each side

of a strainA-strainB interface at an idealized mother-cell position and that division

events are a likely cause of cell-folding that can lead to lateral invasion across strains.

Although this is an over-simplified model of the role of cell division in stochastic

interactions between strains, we are motivated to keep the model simple in order to

investigate how it scales with trap size and the number of seed cells.

In our one-dimensional model, a single cell position represents a fixed fraction of

the cell population and replacement of one strain by another alters the strain ratio

(we only simulate interactions at an interface between strains since we do not model

mutations between strains). We used a Poisson distribution of mean 1 for the invasion

depth to include both non-invasive interactions and interactions with a lateral reach

greater than one cell width in each simulation step. The invasion depth was sampled

for each interface and for each interaction time step independently.

The algorithm for our simulation is as follows:

1. Input: (set from experimental data) width of trap in microns w, number of

seed cells n, simulation time T (hours); (free model parameter) interaction rate

parameter X

2. Perform coin-flipping sequence n times to generate the initial band structure

and record the initial number of bands b.

3. Proliferate each seed cell by doubling until the population size first exceeds the

width of the trap (we assume each cell is one micron wide). To reduce the

population size to w, remove one cell sequentially from each band, removing a

band if its cell count goes to zero and merging flanking bands (if not an edge
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band). This completes the initialization stage.

4. Main loop: Sequentially for each interior band interface, randomly choose an

invasion direction and add (subtract) a mean 1 Poisson random number of cells

to (from) the invading (invaded) band. Remove and merge bands if a band

cell count reaches zero as necessary. Compute and record the resulting strain

fraction to generate the time series.

5. Iterate the sequential band interface birth/death process (interacting all inter-

faces in each iteration) X times to complete one hour of simulated experimental

wall time and continue for T hours of iterations.

6. Repeat each simulation 10,000 times and generate statistical data for initial

stripe distribution, (vs. number of seeded cells), strain fraction range (max −

min) and standard deviation across simulation runs.

In Fig. 3.11 we show the result of 10,000 simulation runs for the 5 different ex-

perimental trap widths using seed cell counts that resulted in the average number

of bands (see expectation formula, above) as reported for each trap size in the first

five panels of Fig. 3.12. We used a simulation time of 20 hours, which approximates

that in the experiments. In Fig. 3.12 (bottom-right panel) we compare the simulated

strain ratio range while varying the number of seed cells in the 2000 µm length trap,

which captures the increased strain fraction variability with increasing number of seed

cells, as reported in the Chapter 3.

Modeling discussion

Our simulation model captures two principal trends reported from our experiments

of two-strain consortia in the open-walled microfluidic device: (1) Increasing the trap
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width decreases the expected strain fraction variation (as measured by its experi-

mental range), and (2) increasing the number of seeded cells increases this variation

for a fixed trap size. Our model is, however, an over-simplification in many respects

and does not capture behaviors that may also contribute to population dynamics

in our two-strain experiments. Experimental data clearly show, for example, that

cells do not form perfect columns (as assumed in our one-dimensional reduction) and

may move laterally due to hydrodynamic effects (due to media flow in the flanking

channels) or cell blockage (lower-height irregularities of the trapping region and/or

larger than average cell diameter). Such effects could account for the differences seen

between the larger-width trap experiments and simulations (with our fitting, simula-

tions showed a lower than experimentally reported strain fraction range for the larger

devices), but further investigation would be required to fully support this claim (for

example using high frame-rate image capture, lineage tracking, and hydrodynamic

media flow models). We believe that a Poisson distribution for the invasion depth

for each interface interaction partially captures these experimental effects, but our

simulations suggest that their severity may scale with increasing trap size, though

properly attributing all sources is difficult without more precise models.

Our one-dimensional model is based on the emergent spatial correlations that re-

sult from axial growth of bacteria in the close-packed environment of the microfluidic

trap. In contrast, our model would not be appropriate for bacterial cells in a low den-

sity environment where, for example, run-and-tumble behaviors dominate cell motion

and one may expect a diffusive model to be more appropriate for strain interactions.

Although “mother-cell positions” (cell-pole positions that determine the strain type in

local regions of the trap, see Chapter 3) are frequently not centered in the trap and can

shift position due to the stochastic lateral-motion influences mentioned above, their
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progeny still generate strong spatial correlations from proliferation and formation of

quasi-columnar cell flows. Thus, mother-cell positions account for the strain identity

of an entire lineage of cells on some spatial and temporal scale and although such

lineages fluctuate in size (due to channel removal and secondary lateral mixing), an

invasion of a mother-cell position due to stochastic fluctuations of the two strains leads

to flushing of the previous lineage locally. Full accounting of the causal chain for cells

exiting the trap is challenging and computationally costly and our one-dimensional

reduction attempts to simplify the modeling while still capturing the experimentally

observed correlations. We conclude that the number of strain-interfaces and the rate

of their interactions with stochastic local invasion of mother-cell positions can account

for the trends we see in the experimental data. However, experimental environments

in microfluidic traps are subject to many sources of noise that are difficult to predict

or control. When employing cell-cell signaling in consortial experiments, one wants to

keep the density of strain interfaces high to improve coupling between strains. How-

ever, our data and modeling suggest that increasing the number of such interfaces

can increase the temporal instability of the strain ratio, which is also of concern both

locally and globally, in order to balance functional and spatial distribution of the

strains in a multi-strain experiment.

A.3.2 Diffusion Model

This subsection was work done by Bhargav Karamched.

Let x ∈ R+ ≡ [0,∞). Partiton R+ into two subsets I1, I2, where I1 = [0, Ls] and

I2 = (Ls,∞). I1 will correspond to the region where we have a densely packed sender

strain. Hence, Ls represents the thickness of the stripe formed by these sender cells.

I2 will be the region where receiver cells, for example, may exist. We are interested
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in understanding the density of a chemical signal U produced by the sender strain

uniformly in I1 at a point that is a distance δ away from the right endpoint of I1

(i.e. a distance δ from the stripe of sender cells) as a function of the thickness of the

stripe, Ls. Let u1(x, t) denote the density of chemical U at a point x at time t in I1.

Let u2 describe the corresponding density in I2. The following are the dynamics for

u1, u2:

∂u1
∂t

= α +D
∂2u1
∂x2

− γu1, x ∈ I1 (A.3)

∂u2
∂t

= D
∂2u2
∂x2

− γu2, x ∈ I2 (A.4)

The signal diffuses and degrades at a rate γ in all of R+ but in I1 the signal is

produced at some rate α. This is what is captured in these equations. We note that

γ represents a degradation in a loose sense. Most likely this rate will represent a rate

of absorption or consumption of the signal molecule. The boundary conditions are:

∂u1
∂x

∣∣∣
x=0

= 0

lim
x→∞

u2 = 0

u1(Ls, t) = u2(Ls, t)

∂u1
∂x

=
∂u2
∂x

∣∣∣
x=Ls

The first boundary condition says none of the chemical exits from the boundary at

x = 0. The second boundary condition keeps the solutions physical by preventing

blowup. The last two boundary conditions impose continuity in the density and first

derivative of the density at the partitioning point x = Ls. Examining this system at

steady state and imposing the first two boundary conditions, we obtain

u1(x) = 2A cosh
(
x

√
γ

D

)
+
α

γ
(A.5)

u2(x) = Be−x
√

γ
D (A.6)
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Figure A.18 : Plot of u2(Ls + δ) as a function of Ls. Parameter values are D = 1,
γ = 0.01, δ = 2, and α = 10.

The last step is to impose continuity at x = Ls. In doing this, we obtain the linear

system

Av = b,

where

A =

 2 cosh
(
Ls
√

γ
D

)
e−Ls
√

γ
D

2 sinh
(
Ls
√

γ
D

)
e−Ls
√

γ
D

 ,v =

 A

B

 ,b =

 −α
γ

0


We now plot u2(Ls + δ) as a function of Ls. We can also plot the density profile of

the chemical signal u(x). It is also straightforward to generalize the above framework

to the case where there are receiver cells on either side of the region where sender

cells are densely packed. In this case, we let our domain be all of R and partition

it into I1, I2, I3, where I1 = (−∞,−Ls/2), I2 = [−Ls/2, Ls/2], and I3 = (Ls/2,∞).

We let ui(x, t) be the density of chemical U in the set Ii, for i = 1, 2, 3. We impose

zero conditions at x = ±∞ and continuity conditions analogous to the above case at
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Figure A.19 : Plot of u(x). Parameter values are D = 1, γ = 0.01, Ls = 10, and
α = 10.

x = ±Ls
2

.

∂u1
∂t

= D
∂2u1
∂x2

− γu1, x ∈ I1 (A.7)

∂u2
∂t

= α +D
∂2u2
∂x2

− γu2, x ∈ I2 (A.8)

∂u3
∂t

= D
∂2u3
∂x2

− γu3, x ∈ I3 (A.9)

We study this system at steady state. Imposing continuity boundary conditions yields

a 4× 4 linear system analogous to the 2× 2 system solved in the one-sided case. The

key parameter in all these results is the spatial correlation length, ξ ≡
√
D/γ, along

which the decay of the signal molecule produced by the sender strain occurs. Figure

S1 shows that for 0 < Ls < ξ, the density of signal felt at an area outside the stripe

of sender cells increases as the thickness of the stripe increases. On the other hand,

for Ls > ξ, there is not much change in the density of signal felt outside the stripe.

Hence there is an optimal value for the thickness of the sender stripe, given by Ls = ξ,
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Figure A.20 : Plots of u(x) in the symmetric case. Parameter values are D = 1,
γ = 0.01, Ls = 10, and α = 10.

where a sender stripe can maximize its range of influence at a minimal metabolic load.

Figures S2 and S3 show that the decay of the spatial profile of the signal molecule

occurs with a characteristic length scale given by ξ. This simple framework provides

us with a means to look at several things. Namely, it gives an estimate to how far a

receiver cell can be from a sender cell and respond to the signal molecule.

A.4 Modeling for: Majority sensing in synthetic microbial

consortia

This section is adapted from the supplement for the manuscript in process of sub-

mission to a peer-reviewed journal (Chapter 5). This section is work done by Mehdi

Sadeghpour.
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Majority Wins Circuit

The majority wins circuit is shown in Fig. 5.1. Here we develop a mathematical

model for this circuit. The mathematical model that describes the dynamics of the

cell growth in the media is as follows.

Ṅ = λN(1− N

C
) (A.10)

Equation (A.10) describes the cell growth dynamics where N is the total number

of cells in the liquid culture, λ is the cell growth rate coefficient, and C is the carryinc

capacity of the container. The logistic growth model for the cell growth dynamics is

appropriate for cells growing in a liquid culture as it contains an exponential growth

phase followed by a saturation phase. The saturation phase starts when the media

or the environment where the cells grow runs out of nutrients and cells start dying or

using secondary carbon sources. At this phase, the cell growth rate slows down and

tends to zero while the cell count reaches to the proximity of the carrying capacity C

(See experimental data showing the optical density (OD) of the cells in the container

in Figure 5.3). The cell growth dynamics in the saturation phase is rather complicated

and we avoid detailed modeling of that phase given that we are only interested in the

systems dynamics in the exponential phase up to the start of the saturation phase

(which takes place at around 5 hours in our experiments). Also note that N = N1+N2

where N1 and N2 are the number of yellow and blue cells, respectively. By defining

the ratio of the yellow cells to the total number of cells to be r, we can write N1 = rN

and N2 = (1 − r)N . Here we assume that the ratio r remains constant throughout

the experiment at the value we set when we mix the strains in the beginning of the

experiment. We verified this assumption by counting the number of cells in the yellow
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and blue colonies that were taken from the liquid culture and plated on agar plates.

See Figure 5.5.

The mathematical model that describes the dynamics of the protein synthesis and

degradation in cells is given below.

ẋ1 = α0
1

1 +
(

(1−r)Nx2
θ1

h(I)
)n1

+ L1h(I)
− βx1 −

D1x1
Q+ x1

(A.11a)

ẋ2 = α0
1

1 +
(
rNx1
θ2

)n2

+ L2

− βx2 −
D2x2
Q+ x2

(A.11b)

where

h(I) =
1

1 + ( I
K

)`
(A.11c)

β = λ(1− N

C
). (A.11d)

Equations (A.11a) and (A.11b) describe the dynamics of the protein synthesis and

degradation in the cells. In particular, xi denotes the cellular concentration of both

the synthase and the fluorescent protein in each strain. This assumption is due to the

fact that the synthase synthesis and the fluorescent protein synthesis are both done

with the same promoters that are regulated by the same quorum sensing molecule.

In reality, due to noise, the difference between the number of synthase proteins and

the fluorescent proteins is nonzero and random. However, one can assume they are

approximately the same in large population numbers. Thus, in the mathematical

model for the majority wins pattern xi denotes the concentration of both synthase

and the fluorescent protein in strain i, i = 1, 2.
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The terms −βxi, i = 1, 2 are the dilution terms where β is the instantanous cell

growth rate that satisfies Ṅ = βN and is given in (A.11d).

The terms Dixi
Q+xi

represent the enzymatic degradation of the proteins xi, i = 1, 2,

which are obtained by using Michaelis-Menten dynamics for the enzymatic degrada-

tion mechanism. The parameter Di is the degradation rate coefficient for protein xi

and Q is the Michael-Menten constant.

The protein synthesis rate for strain 1 (the yellow strain) is given as a product of

the maximal production rate, α0, and a regulatory function that takes into account

the effects of the inhibition by the quorum sensing molecule, the inducer, and the

leakiness. In particular, the effect of the inducer is modeled by a Hill function (given

in (A.11c)) with parameters ` and K. Assume there is no inducer around (i.e. I = 0).

Then, h(I) = 1 and the protein x1 synthesis rate is 1
1+L1

in the absence of the quorum

sensing signal and 1

1+
(

(1−r)Nx2
θ1

)n1
+L1

when there is quorum sensing signal around. Note

that we assume the total quorum sensing signal coming from the opposite strain is

proportional to the total number of proteins in strain 2, i.e. (1 − r)Nx2, and the

proportionality constant is absorbed in the parameter θ1. Furthermore, the inducer

cancels out the effects of leakiness and the quorum sensing signal noting that if I

gets large, h(I) tends to zero and the protein synthesis rate in strain 1 tends to its

maximum α0. The protein synthesis rate in strain 2 is similarly modeled where we

do not model the inducer effect on strain 2 (because they are similar). Since the two

strains use similar promoters, the maximal production rate is the same in both the

strains. The parameters ni and θi are the Hill function parameters for representing the

effect of the quorum sensing signal on the protein synthesis rate in strain i, i = 1, 2,

respectively.

The values of the parameters of model (A.10)-(A.11) are given in Table A.9.
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As we were only interested in getting insight about the dynamical behavior of the

consortium, we did not use a systematic fitting technique to infer parameter values

from experimental data. However, we chose the parameter values in a way that the

model closely captures our experimental observations. In particular, we chose the

values of λ and C in Equation (A.10) in a way that the cell growth dynamics closely

mimics the OD data given in Figure 5.3 (until around 5 hours). The remaining

parameters are chosen in a way that our experimental observations in Figure A.21

and Figure 5.2 are captured. For instance, in Figure 5.2, we have the ratio of the

total fluorescence in induced media to that in uninduced (blank) media. Based on

this information, we can find the values of the leakiness constants L1 and L2 (given

that the rest of the parameters are fixed).
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Table A.9 : Parameters in model (A.10)-(A.11)

Parameter Value

λ 0.022 min−1

C 1.2 a.u.

α0 500 min−1

Di 100 min−1, i = 1, 2

Q 3× 104 proteins× (unit cell volume)−1

ni 2, i = 1, 2

` 2

K 10−1 nM

θ1 0.46× 103 units of protein count

θ2 1.0× 103 units of protein count

L1 0.89

L2 1.23

Figure A.21 shows the results of model (A.10)-(A.11) corresponding to the ex-

perimental data shown in Fig. 5.6. In the five panels of Figure A.21, the relative

fluorescence values of the yellow and blue strains are shown as a function of the yel-

low strain fraction rY for 5 different values of the IPTG concentration. To mimic

the experimental data, the relative fluorescence values obtained by the mathematical

model are calculated at a time when N(t) in Equation (A.10) reaches the proxim-

ity of C. In particular, the fluorescence values are computed for the time ts where

N(ts) = 0.85C = (0.85)(1.2) = 1.02, which yields ts = 296 min ≈ 5 hours. In the
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experiments, the fluorescence measurements are done approximately when the cell

saturation phase starts (at around 5 hours when OD becomes almost equal to 1).
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Figure A.21 : The effect of adding inducer on the majority wins pattern.

Minority Wins Circuit

We developed a mathematical model for the minority wins pattern that is shown in

Fig. 5.8a. Similar to the model for the majority wins pattern, we have one equation for

the cell population dynamics and some equations for the protein dynamics. However,

note the important difference that in the minority wins pattern the synthase and the

fluorescent protein are not linked to each other. In particular, their promoters are

different and are regulated differently by the quorum sensing signal. To accomodate

this in the model, we use separate equations for the synthase and the fluorescent

proteins in each strain. The mathematical model for the minority wins pattern is as

follows.
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Ṅ = λN(1− N

C
) (A.12a)

ẋ1 = α1
1

1 +
(

(1−r)Nx2
θ1

)n1
− βx1 −

D1x1
Q+ x1

(A.12b)

ṗ1 = αp1

(
(1−r)Nx2

Z1

)m1

1 +
(

(1−r)Nx2
Z1

)m1
− βp1 −

Dp1p1
Q+ p1

(A.12c)

ẋ2 = α2
1

1 +
(
rNx1
θ2

)n2
− βx2 −

D2x2
Q+ x2

(A.12d)

ṗ2 = αp2

(
rNx1
Z2

)m2

1 +
(
rNx1
Z2

)m2
− βp2 −

Dp2p2
Q+ p2

(A.12e)

Equation (A.12a) describes the cell population dynamics as in model (A.10).

Equations (A.12b) and (A.12d) describe the synthase dynamics and Equations (A.12c)

and (A.12e) describe the fluorescent protein dynamics. In particular, x1, x2, p1, and

p2 are cellular concentrations of rhlI, cinI, sfYFP, and sfCFP, respectively. The pa-

rameters α1 and α2 are the synthesis rates of the corresponding synthases and αp1 and

αp2 are the synthesis rates of the fluorescent proteins. The parameters ni, θi, i = 1, 2,

are the Hill function parameters that represent the inhibition of the synthase produc-

tion by quorum sensing signal and mi, Zi, i = 1, 2, are the Hill function parameters

that represent the activation of the fluorescent protein production by quorum sensing

signal. Note that the quorum sensing signal is proportional to the total amount of the

synthase proteins in each strain. For example the quorum sensing signal from strain

2 to strain 1 is proportional to (1− r)Nx2. Similar to the case of the majority wins

circuit, we have dilution terms and enzymatic degradation terms. However, here we

do not model the effect of leakiness and we didn’t find it significant in these strains.

Also, we do not incorporate an inducer effect in the model, as we did not study the
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inducer effects here.

We used the parameter values given in Table A.10 for the minority wins model.

Table A.10 : Parameters in model (A.12).

Parameter Value

λ 0.022 min−1

C 1.2 a.u.

α1, α2 28 min−1

αp1 72 min−1

αp2 28 min−1

D1, D2, Dp1, Dp2 100 min−1, i = 1, 2

Q 3× 104 proteins× (unit cell volume)−1

n1, n2,m1,m2 2

θ1, θ2, Z1, Z2 103 units of protein count
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